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1. Introduction    

1.1. This is the fourteenth Authority Monitoring Report (AMR), covering the monitoring 

period of 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2018.   

 

1.2. The aim of the document is to show how the Council’s planning policies are 

contributing towards regenerating the city and bringing forward sustainable 

development, while safeguarding the environment. It sets out what progress we have 

made on the policy framework for decisions on planning applications, and reviews 

what effect policies are having on the delivery of priorities for the city. 

 

1.3. Planning policy has the potential to contribute greatly towards many of the Council’s 

priorities, namely increasing the availability and affordability of homes; regenerating 

the city; making the city cleaner and greener; reducing crime and the fear of crime; 

and making it easier for people to access shops and services close to where they 

live. Therefore this report has an invaluable role in assessing whether the policies are 

delivering what they set out to do in contributing to Council priorities, or whether they 

need to be changed to work better towards achieving them.     

Monitoring Framework 

1.4. A set of indicators was introduced to monitor the Portsmouth Plan when it was 

adopted in January 2012 and the full list of indicators can be found in Appendix 1. 

The Localism Act removed the requirement for local authorities to report on specific 

indicators and submit a report to the Secretary of State (Section 113, Localism Act 

2011). In line with this change, not all indicators will be reported on each year to 

ensure that the monitoring report is interesting, informative and useful. Instead a 

selection of indicators will be chosen, which show significant facts or trends, or which 

are key to the delivery of the city’s future development. As the Council is bringing 

forward a new Local Plan, where appropriate this report provides a more 

comprehensive review of development to inform consideration of the emerging new 

strategy.   

Structure of the monitoring report  

1.5. The first part of this report considers the Council’s current progress on and future 

programme for producing policy documents. Currently this work programme is 

primarily concerned with the Local Plan review. 

 

1.6. The second part of the report monitors the effectiveness of the Council’s planning 

policies under the following headings: 

 Progress towards the development of major regeneration sites  

 Design, townscape, & heritage 

 Housing 

 The natural environment 

 The economy & access to shops, jobs and services 

 Health 

 Transport 

 Infrastructure & community benefit 
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1.7. The indicators set out to monitor the Portsmouth Plan (and listed in Appendix 1) are 

used to assess policy effectiveness under each of these headings.   

 

1.8. The last part of the monitoring report contains overall conclusions and 

recommendations. 
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2. Progress on preparing a planning policy framework 

Progress against the Local Development Scheme  

2.1. In order to give local residents and key stakeholders an understanding of the 

Council's timetable for the production of the Local Plan and its wider development 

plan over the next couple of years, the Council is required to produce a Local 

Development Scheme (LDS). This details the timeframe for the various stages of the 

Plan's production and other associated documents, as well as detailing the content 

and geographical area covered by the documents. Part of the AMR's role is to report 

upon the progress the Council has made against the timetables set out in this Local 

Development Scheme, which is the purpose of this chapter. 

 

2.2. An update to the LDS including a revised timetable for the Local Plan production was 

approved by Cabinet at its meeting on 5 February 2019. As set out in the LDS, the 

next milestones for the local plan production will be a draft plan being produced for 

consultation in December 2019, followed by a further consultation on the submission 

version of the Plan in June 2020.  The Council will continue to assess its progress 

against the timetable set out in the LDS and will publish any amendments to the 

proposed programme through an update to the document on the website1.   

 

2.3. Approved by Cabinet in July 2018 was an update to the period covered by the Local 

Plan. When work commenced on the new Local Plan, it was envisaged that the plan 

period would cover 2011-2034, which is in line with the adopted PUSH Position 

Statement.  However, circumstances have moved on.  The Position Statement is 

increasingly out of date, with new evidence of need for housing and employment 

land.  The Council will also be required to discuss Duty to Cooperate issues with 

neighbouring authorities who are already bringing forward plans with a 2036 end 

date.  Therefore, it was decided that the Plan period be extended to 2036, and the 

official plan period will now be 2016-2036.   

                                                           
1 Local plan website: https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/development-and-planning/planning/the-local-
plan  

Key monitoring news in this section 

 The Council has published an update to the Local Development Scheme 
which includes a revised timetable for the Local Plan production.  

 Significant progress has been made on the evidence base underpinning the 
Local Plan with work having started on a range of topics including health and 
wellbeing, green infrastructure, housing needs and heritage.  

 Further amendments to the Houses in Multiple Occupation Supplementary 
Planning Document were consulted upon during the monitoring period. 

 The Special Protection Areas (SPAs) SPD was revoked and replaced with 
guidance set out in the Solent Recreation Mitigation Strategy. 

 Work continued on several topics with neighbouring local authorities within 
the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) under the Council's Duty 

to Cooperate. 
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The Portsmouth Plan Review  

2.4. The City Council adopted the current Portsmouth Plan in January 2012 which has set 

the direction of development planning for the city over the last six years and served 

as the primary document in the planning policy framework for Portsmouth. The 

Council has now commenced work on a review of the Portsmouth Plan and it is 

necessary to provide an update on the work completed so far.  

 

2.5. The new Local Plan will set out the planning strategy for meeting future development 

needs in the city for the period up to 2036. The intention is that the new Local Plan 

will contain: 

 policies for the development and protection of land; and 

 site allocations for land that is being chosen for new development or for the re-

development of existing buildings. 

 

2.6. As was reported upon in the previous AMR, one of the first stages in the Plan 

production process (formally known as the regulation 18 consultation stage), involved 

the production of an Issues and Options document setting out the Council's 

understanding of the planning issues concerning the city, and options for how to deal 

with them. The document, along with supporting material, was published for 

consultation for 8 weeks which closed on 28 September 2017. The responses were 

subsequently processed and presented to Cabinet at its meeting in December 2017 

in the form of a 'Way Forward' report2. The report also identified a range of technical 

work that would be required to provide the necessary evidence base to support and 

inform the production for the new Local Plan.  

                                                           
2 https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=126&MId=3881  

Over the summer of 2018, the Government published an updated National Planning Policy 

Framework (NPPF) and accompanying Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). The changes 

are wide ranging and significant, but the main points are as follows -  

• Confirming a standard methodology for housing need, resulting in a higher housing 

need for Portsmouth, which the Government expects Local Plans to aim to meet; 

• A stronger emphasis on housing delivery, with sanctions for the Council if targets 

are not met, including the new Housing Delivery Test and the need for the local 

planning authority to prepare an Action Plan ; 

• Clarifying the Duty to Cooperate with neighbouring Authorities on strategic planning 

matters including requirements for a Statement of Common Ground; 

• Significant rewrites of key chapters, such as the Economy, Climate Change, 

Flooding and Coastal Change and Transport chapters, and what needs to be 

addressed in Local Plans; and  

• New requirements for Local Plans, such as the need to link to the objectives of the 

Industrial Strategy and to set out a clear economic vision and strategy that 

positively and proactively encourages sustainable economic growth. Also 

introduces the need for the Local Plan to provide a positive strategy for energy. 

Work on the Local Plan will need to address these amendments in order to ensure the 

Plan is sound in respect to future national policy. 
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2.7. Throughout 2018, work has continued in preparation of publication of a draft plan with 

significant progress being made in terms of the evidence base. Officers are working 

on evidence gathering relating to a series of topics ranging from housing and 

employment, to green infrastructure and heritage; whilst several consultants have 

been commissioned to undertake more specialist studies.    

Houses in Multiple Occupation Supplementary Planning Document  

2.8. The Planning Service has also been consulting with residents and stakeholders on 

proposed amendments to the Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) Supplementary 

Planning Document (SPD). The SPD details how policy PCS20 is applied when 

considering planning applications for HMOs.  An initial set of amendments were 

proposed to the document to: 

 Ensure mixed and balanced communities 

 Manage matters relating to change of use from C4 to Sui Generis HMOs, 

thresholds, living conditions and the impact on amenities of neighbours 

specifically relating to the change of use of smaller homes. 

 

2.9. This initial set of amendments to the SPD was agreed and adopted with immediate 

effect at the meeting of PRED on 21st November 2017. At that meeting it was further 

agreed that an additional public consultation would take place for suggested further 

amendments to the SPD to address the issue of sandwiching of residential properties 

between HMOs and instances of three or more HMOs in a row.  

 

2.10. The follow up consultation occurred in February 2018 and the feedback from that is 

currently being carefully considered. An update regarding the consultation will be 

reported upon in the next AMR.  

Solent Special Protection Areas Supplementary Planning Document 

2.11. The decision was taken at the cabinet member meeting for Planning, Regeneration 

and Economic Development (PRED) of 28 Feb 2018, to approve and adopt the 

Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership's (SRMP) finalised Solent Recreation 

Mitigation Strategy (December 2017) including revised charging schedules3. 

Alongside this, it was approved that the Council would withdraw its Solent Special 

Protection Areas Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) (adopted in 2014).  

The Duty to Cooperate  

2.12. Portsmouth City Council is a member of the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire 

(PUSH) and this platform is the principal method by which the authority achieves its 

duty to cooperate with neighbouring local authorities. PUSH published a spatial 

position statement for the sub-region in 2016, this position statement sets out 

development targets for Portsmouth and the wider area up to 2034 and will help 

inform the development of the new local plan for the city. 

 

                                                           
3 https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/development-and-planning/planning/solent-special-protection-
areas  
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2.13. During the monitoring period, several pieces of monitoring work continued through 

PUSH in order to gather information for the preparation of the Local Plan; this 

included technical work looking into water quality and treatment, as well as air 

quality and transport issues.  The evidence commissioned on air quality was 

endorsed by the PUSH Joint Committee at their meeting of 15 October 2018 whilst 

the Water Management Study was endorsed by the PUSH Joint committee at their 

meeting of 5 June 2018.   

 

2.14. The revisions to the NPPF and Planning Practice Guidance now set out 

requirements for a new Statement of Common Ground between authorities and 

other key organisations to address strategic matters.  PUSH is still the preferred 

mechanism at this time to address strategic planning issues.  The Council will 

continue to engage with its PUSH partners regarding a formal process to address 

strategic planning issues, including the production of a Statement of Common 

Ground, to address key issues including meeting the areas' overall housing need.  

However, to ensure that Local Plans are not unnecessarily held back by this 

process, it may be the case that the Council enters into additional Statements of 

Common Ground with relevant organisations. 
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3. Effectiveness of Portsmouth planning policies 

3.1. Progress towards the development of major regeneration sites  

3.1.1. There are a number of policies within the development plan that relate to the 

development of major regeneration sites within the city. The 2016/17 AMR4 detailed 

the progress that had been made on these sites in the five years since the 2012 

adoption of the Portsmouth Core Strategy. This AMR will report upon any additional 

updates that have happened since the publication of that report.       

Tipner (policy PCS1)  

3.1.2. The Council is continuing to work on developing the land at Tipner and Horsea Island 

with ambitions of creating a sustainable new community within Portsmouth that will 

contribute to the city's housing and employment needs.  

 

3.1.3. Work on the potential options for Tipner and its capacity to meet the needs of the city 

as well as other technical work continued throughout the monitoring period.  

Port Solent & Horsea Island (policies PCS2 and PCS3)  

3.1.4. Work on the deliverability of housing growth at these sites is ongoing.  

 

3.1.5. Veolia have advanced the Landfill Closure Plan considerably and are now in the final 

stages of the reinstatement program. Footpaths and cycle routes are substantially 

complete and meadows are planted. Over the autumn, Veolia will be planting around 

50,000 new trees in conjunction with the landscaping plan. 

 

                                                           
4 https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/development-and-planning/planning/annual-monitoring-reports  

Key monitoring news in this section 

 Work continued on a range of strategic sites around the city during the 

monitoring period.  

 As part of ongoing assessments in relation to housing need in the city, 

considerations regarding the capacity for development at sites such as 

Tipner, Port Solent and the city centre was ongoing. 

 A number of pieces of annual retail monitoring occurred in the city's key retail 

areas. 

 The Hard Interchange was officially opened during the monitoring period and 

has been operating successfully over the last year. 

 Development at the seafront continued with the official opening of South 

Parade Pier and the refurbished D Day museum in April 2017 and March 2018 

respectively. 

 Also in relation to the seafront, work commenced on considering the wider 

implications of the proposed coastal defences along Southsea seafront. 
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Portsmouth City Centre (policy PCS4)  

3.1.6. As reported in the previous AMR, the work was on-going relating to a series of public 

realm improvement works in the city centre during the monitoring period; these were 

subsequently completed as of June 2017. The works involved a number of 

interventions in the public areas along Commercial Road including the removal of old 

sculptures, relocation of cycle racks, resurfacing and general cleaning/refurbishing.  

 

3.1.7. Background work has also continued on the proposed new city centre road, which is 

set out in policies PCS4 and PCS17 of the Portsmouth Plan, with plans being 

published for public consultation in November 2017 and a planning application 

submitted in December 2017. As of the end of the monitoring period the application 

was being considered by the planning department and further updates will be 

provided in the next AMR.  

 

3.1.8. A new retail survey has been completed just after the end of the monitoring period 

(April 2018) and the results of this survey are reported in Section 3.5. The Council 

has commenced work on a masterplan and delivery strategy to review the approach 

to the city centre and inform the new Local Plan. 

 

3.1.9. 1,384 student bedrooms were delivered this monitoring year, with more expected to 

follow in subsequent years. More detail about this delivery and the impact of this type 

of development is covered in Section 3.3.   

The Hard Interchange  

3.1.10. The Hard Interchange was opened on 14th May 2017, complete with gift shop, a 

visitor information centre, refreshment facilities and easy access to some of the city's 

key tourist attractions. The landmark piece of transport infrastructure for the city now 

facilitates over 600 bus and coach departures on a daily basis between transport 

providers Stagecoach, FirstBus, National Express, Park and Ride and Mega Bus. It 

also acts as an interchange between other transport facilities including ferries and 

trains. Since the facility's opening, it was recently reported that in its first year over 

seven million passengers have used the terminal with local bus operators hailing it as 

a success. It is hoped that the redevelopment will prompt further regeneration and 

investment in the surrounding area in the future.  

Lakeside Business Park (Policy PCS5)  

3.1.11. The 153 bedroom hotel at the business park that was highlighted in previous AMRs 

was completed during the monitoring period.  

 

3.1.12. Further work has also commenced on considering capacity and deliverability of 

further employment land at the site. 

Southsea Town Centre (Area Action Plan)  

3.1.13. A new retail survey was completed of the area just at the end of the monitoring year 

(April 2018), the results of which are detailed in section 3.5 of this report. 
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The Seafront  

3.1.14. The development of the Hotwalls studios, a series of 13 creative studios alongside a 

deli-style eatery on the site of a former military barracks in Old Portsmouth, was 

completed and opened in July 2016. It was a significant step in the pursuit of the 

Seafront Strategy's aspiration of turning the area into a vibrant arts and crafts quarter. 

The studios celebrated its first birthday during the monitoring period and its spaces 

are now being leased to a number of artists and designers/makers who are also able 

to sell directly from their studios to visiting customers.  

 

3.1.15. The grade II listed South Parade Pier was reopened to the public in April of 2017. As 

previous AMRs have reported, the pier had fallen into disrepair and was declared 

unsafe in 2012. Subsequent work was undertaken to ensure the structure was safe, 

whilst an amusement arcade and a fish and chip shop and restaurant was opened. 

Further development is expected to continue in the future and will be highlighted in 

later AMRs. 

 

3.1.16. Previous AMRs had reported upon the redevelopment of the D Day museum and it 

was subsequently re-opened during this monitoring period in March 2018. The facility 

has completely new displays about D-Day and the Battle of Normandy told through 

the stories of those who took part, and utilises a variety of imagery and audio-visual 

presentations as well as more interactive exhibits. 

 

3.1.17. Whilst largely falling outside the report's monitoring period, work has commenced on 

considering the wider implications of the proposed coastal defences along Southsea 

seafront in the form of a review of the seafront masterplan. An initial public 

consultation was undertaken in the summer of 2018 and the results from this will be 

reported upon in subsequent AMRs.    
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3.2. Design, townscape and heritage 

Heritage 

3.2.1. Portsmouth has twenty-five Conservation Areas (mapped in Figure 3.1 below), which 

have not changed since the previous monitoring period. These include Old 

Portsmouth, the older part of the Royal Navy Base and Thomas Ellis Owen's 

Southsea (the architect and developer responsible for many notable buildings in 

Southsea and Gosport). 

 
     Figure 3.1: Conservation areas in the city 

 

Key monitoring news in this section 

 No listed buildings were lost during the monitoring period and there were 

fewer listed building consent decisions made compared to last year. 

 Tall building application decisions were at the highest rate they have been 

over the past few years (twelve), 75% were granted permission. 

 A couple of new developments in the city were recognised with awards, South 

Parade Pier and the Canoe Lake Leisure Tennis Pavilion. 

 Quality of life amongst Portsmouth residents is fairly high according to the 

2018 Community Safety Survey. The score has remained at roughly the same 

level since the 2016 survey.  
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3.2.2. Numbers of designated heritage assets in the city are recorded on the Historic 

England website yearly5. A breakdown of the city's listed assets was also included in 

the 2016-17 AMR last year and as there has been little change in these figures will 

not be repeated here. A full update will be provided again in the next AMR.  

 

3.2.3. A developer is required to obtain listed building consent (LBC) to make alterations or 

to extend or demolish a listed building. Data on the numbers of consent decisions 

made each year are displayed in Figure 3.2 below. Portsmouth's listed building 

consents were lower during this monitoring period (31) than they have been over the 

four years prior. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2: Numbers of listed buildings consent (LBC) decisions made since 2012 

(either permitted or refused) 
 

 

3.2.4. The numbers of Listed Building Consents processed by the Council naturally 

fluctuate with rates of development in the city. The previous AMR noted that there 

appeared to be an increasing rate of development affecting listed buildings in the city 

as development took place in the city more widely, but as can be seen by the lower 

figure this year for LBC decisions it is difficult to point to any clear trend. Regardless, 

development has a role in ensuring listed buildings have an ongoing function; 

however, the activity requires the Council to take a leading role in ensuring that the 

city's heritage is safeguarded and as part of its role will continue to monitor the 

numbers in subsequent AMRs.  

 

3.2.5. Across the monitoring period, there were no listed buildings lost in the city.  

 

 

                                                           
5 https://historicengland.org.uk/research/heritage-counts/indicator-data/  
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Tall buildings applications 

3.2.6. The Tall Buildings SPD was adopted in June 2012 and defines a tall building in the 

Portsmouth context as any building that is either: 

 Above five storeys in height (i.e. 6 storeys or higher) 

 Any building that is above 20m in height 

 

3.2.7. Any building that meets or exceeds one of the above thresholds would therefore be 

defined as 'tall' and subject to policy PCS24 and the assessment criteria of the SPD. 

 

3.2.8. Policy PCS24 aims to steer new tall buildings towards a selection of preferred 

locations throughout the city, where it has been determined that particular 

characteristics of these areas makes them the most appropriate locations for this 

scale of development. The preferred locations for this type of development as 

designated in policy PCS24 are: 

 The Hard 

 The City Centre/Dockyard/Ferry port 

 Kingston Crescent/Estella Road 

 Fratton 

 Tipner 

 Port Solent/Horsea Island 

 Cosham 

 Western Road/Southampton Road 

 

3.2.9. In the 2017-18 monitoring period there were twelve applications relating to tall 

buildings that were decided by the Council, nine of which were granted permission. 

Of the twelve applications, seven were for sites within one of the PCS24 preferred 

areas for tall buildings (five were granted permission), and the others were outside of 

these areas.  

 

3.2.10. The figure for this monitoring period is larger than has been reported for the last few 

years with four decisions made in 2016-17 (three within opportunity areas), all of 

which were granted permission. The previous year 2015-16, there were seven 

applications, (five on sites falling within preferred tall buildings areas), of the seven 

applications, the Council granted permission to five, two of which were located 

outside of the preferred areas for tall buildings.  

 

3.2.11. Overall, it is considered that the policy is working reasonably well. The majority of 

permitted applications fall within the identified preferred locations; whilst the policy 

allows for buildings outside those areas to be considered on their own merits. 
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Design awards 

3.2.12. One indicator for the potential effectiveness of the tall buildings policy is the achieving 

of design awards during the monitoring period. Whilst there do not appear to be any 

design awards relating to tall buildings specifically to report upon from the monitoring 

period, there are a couple of other developments in the city which were recognised 

with awards worth noting. 

 

3.2.13. The recently reopened South Parade Pier on the south coast of the island received 

recognition with the 'pier of the year' award from the National Piers Society for the 

restoration work that has taken place there. 

 

3.2.14. Another development in the Southsea area, the Canoe Lake Leisure Tennis Pavillion, 

won a RIBA South region award 20186.  

 

Quality of life  

3.2.15. The indicators selected for the Design & Heritage theme of the Local Plan include 

reviewing the percentage of people satisfied with their local area as a place to live.  

While the survey that included this question is no longer undertaken, a comparative 

indicator is found in the Community Safety Survey (CSS)7, which includes a question 

about quality of life. 

 

3.2.16. The 2018 Community Safety Survey interviewed 1,200 residents of Portsmouth and 

asked them to rank their quality of life on a scale of between 1 (poor quality) and 5 

(very good quality). The mean average score reported by the respondents was 4.01 

and indicates a reasonably high satisfaction with quality of life amongst residents. 

The score is marginally higher than 2016's score of 3.98, though the report states 

that this improvement is not statistically significant.  

  

                                                           
6 https://www.architecture.com/awards-and-competitions-landing-page/awards/riba-regional-
awards/riba-south-award-winners  
7 http://www.saferportsmouth.org.uk/  
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3.3. Housing  

Housing Delivery  

3.3.1. The Portsmouth Plan sets out the city’s housing capacity from 2006/07 up to 2026/27 

and states that between 11,484 and 12,754 net additional homes could be provided, 

depending on the provision of infrastructure. As the motorway junction at Tipner has 

been delivered, so the target arising from the Portsmouth Plan is 12,254 net 

additional homes in the city between 2006/07 and 2026/27. 

 

3.3.2. This total housing target of 12,254 equates to an average of 584 homes per year over 

the 21 years. This annual target is reassessed each year, based on previous 

completions. This ensures that any over-delivery or under-delivery is compensated 

for if necessary. 

 

3.3.3. Completions from 2006/07 to 2017/18 are shown in Table 3.1 on the next page. The 

requirement under the Portsmouth Plan, based on a target of 584 homes per year, is 

for 7,008 homes to have been delivered up to 31 March 2018. Delivery is expected to 

vary year by year due to the different types of sites involved and economic 

circumstances. During the 2017/18 monitoring period, 408 net additional dwellings 

were delivered.  

Key monitoring news in this section 

 Housing completions this monitoring period are slightly up on the previous year 
at 408 completions with a further 350 under construction. 

 Student bedroom completions have increased upon last year and continue a 
trend of high delivery. The figures this year have been particularly influenced by 
the completion of a large scheme at the former Zurich House site (1,000 beds). 

 The government's Housing Delivery Test methodology indicates that the 
delivery of student accommodation should be recorded against housing 
delivery at a ratio of 2.5 bedrooms equivalent to one dwelling. 

 The City has identified a significant additional housing land supply in order to 
meet its identified need. However the Council does not currently have a five year 
supply of housing land (4.7 years). This is largely down to the government's 
standard methodology position which has significantly increased the amount of 
housing that the city needs to find. Calculated against the previous Core 
Strategy housing figure of 584 dwellings per annum need the city would have a 
7.3 year housing land supply. 

 The gross number of affordable homes completed in the city (46 dwellings) is 
lower than what was completed last year and continues a downward trend in 
delivery of this type of housing, although 130 are under construction as of the 
end of the monitoring period.  Policy compliant amounts of affordable housing 
were secured from planning applications in the majority of eligible market 
schemes (four out of six) which is the highest proportion since 2012/13. 

 The proportion of completions that were for family housing remain below levels 
sought by policy for the second year running, however they have marginally 
increased from last year.  

 Numbers of applications relating to HMOs in the city have increased as have 
numbers of permissions granted (86%). 
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3.3.4. Taking this year's completions figure along with the additional allowance from student 

accommodation completions (explained in the next part of this chapter), and due to 

previous years of under delivery, the current amount of housing delivered as of 31st 

March 2018 is equivalent to 7,127 dwellings. This is 119 completions over the target 

of 7,008 homes, a figure which has improved from the under-delivery of 443 reported 

against the target in the 2016/17 AMR. This change is largely due to the amended 

ratio for market housing released by student bedroom completions as detailed in para 

3.3.8. 

 

Table 3.1: Housing completions between 2006 and 2018 

Year Completions 

2006/07  526 

2007/08  712 

2008/09  1,309 

2009/10  726 

2010/11  317 

2011/12  276 

2012/13  351 

2013/14  222 

2014/15  406 

2015/16  436 

2016/17  393 

2017/18 408 

Total delivery between 2006/07 and 2016/17 6,082 

Additional allowance for student accommodation 10458 

Total delivery towards housing target 7,127 

Total target between 2006/07 and 2017/18 7,008 

Difference 119 (over) 

 

3.3.5. Beyond the completed dwellings reported above, there are 350 dwellings currently 

under construction as of the end of the monitoring period.  

 

3.3.6. One of the revisions to the NPPF in the summer of 2018 was the introduction of a 

"Housing Delivery Test".  This test has been introduced to measure each local 

authority's performance in delivering new homes. The test considers delivery of new 

homes over a three year period against the number of homes required over that 

period. If there is shown to be significant under delivery, a buffer is added to the 

                                                           
8 As the previous AMR started to do, the figures in Table 3.1 have been adjusted to take into account changes in how student 
accommodation contributes towards housing supply. This reflects the outcome of an appeal hearing regarding a decision in 
Exeter in 2015 which considered the delivery of bespoke student housing and the extent to which it contributes to meeting overall 
housing need. The adjustment made means that student housing is now recorded separately which has resulted in a slight 
reduction in the recorded delivery for earlier years. 
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number of deliverable sites in order to achieve the required five years supply of 

housing.  

 

3.3.7. The 2018 Housing Delivery Test results were  published in February 2019 .  The test 

indicated that over the three year period from 2015/16 to 2017/18 that Portsmouth 

delivered equivalent to 122% of its requirement for the same period.   

 

3.3.8. Since publication of the previous AMR, the government's guidance for the Housing 

Delivery indicates that for every 2.5 bedrooms of student accommodation built, it can 

be expected that one existing dwelling currently occupied by students would be 

released back onto the market to meet general housing needs. This position is 

confirmed through the results of the housing delivery test with the completion figures 

reflecting the 2.5 student ratio. This is a different ratio to the Council's previous 

working calculation that every four bedrooms built would release one house back 

onto the market. As such the figure reflected in table 3.1 has been adjusted (and in 

AMRs going forwards), reflecting this new 2.5 ratio.   

 

3.3.9. The Housing delivery test also included a net gain of 60 other communal dwellings 

between 2016 and 2018 comprising a range of types of specialist accommodation but 

largely made up of sheltered elderly persons accommodation. These communual 

dwellings are counted at a ratio of 1.8 based on the average number of adults per 

household nationwide. The housing delivery test counts the 60 units of releasing the 

equivalent to 34 houses back onto the market. The majority of the units delivered 

were as part of Savoy Buildings.  

Student Accommodation 

3.3.10. The issue with student accommodation is considering the contribution, if any, it 

makes towards meeting the Council's overall housing target. National Planning 

Practice Guidance states that all student accommodation, whether it consists of 

communal halls of residence or self-contained dwellings, and whether or not it is on 

campus, can be included towards the housing requirement, based on the amount of 

accommodation it releases in the housing market9. 

 

3.3.11. Monitoring reports and statements of housing completions and supply will continue to 

record the delivery of student accommodation separately from other forms of 

housing. Alongside this, there will be an ongoing assessment as to the extent to 

which the delivery of student housing releases other housing on to the market, and 

an adjustment to the housing delivery and supply made accordingly. 

 

3.3.12. The extent to which this housing contributes to the council's overall housing supply is 

discussed in the previous section. 

 

3.3.13. In the monitoring period there were 1,384 student bedrooms completed in 

Portsmouth in total (Table 3.2 on the next page). A large proportion of these rooms 

(1,000) were delivered through the Zurich House development (application 

                                                           
9 Paragraph: 038 Reference ID: 3-038-20140306 
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15/00821/FUL), with the rest spread amongst four other applications. This continues 

the trend in high numbers of completions noted in the previous AMR which reported 

1,101 completed bedrooms, but is not unexpected, as previous AMRs have noted 

many of these proposals to have planning permission/or being under construction, at 

the time of its publication. 

 

3.3.14. On the basis of 2.5 completed student bedrooms releasing one existing dwelling 

currently occupied by students back onto the market to meet general housing needs, 

this delivery of 1,384 student bedrooms during the monitoring period is reflected in 

the additional 553 general housing units which has been added to the previous 

recorded 492 (the count as of the 2016/17 AMR) to reach a figure of 1045 given in 

Table 3.1 on page 19.  

 

3.3.15. If the figure of 553 additional dwellings released back onto the market is added to the 

physical completions of 408 net dwellings achieved this year in the city, this would 

mean the yearly housing target of 584 dwellings needed to meet the overall Local 

Plan housing target has been met this year (961 homes). However, those 

adjustments for student accommodation completions are considered a short term 

measure and it would not be appropriate to rely on these in order to meet shortfalls in 

market housing completions across the city in the medium to long term. Therefore 

whilst student accommodation completions are helpful in meeting housing provision 

in the short term, this cannot be relied on going forwards. 

Table 3.2: Bedroom completions for student accommodation this monitoring period 

 

Application ref Address Proposal Bedrooms 

16/00194/MMA 
Europa House  

Havant Street 

New Reception Hall and reduction of 

Student bed spaces from 262 to 242 
242 

14/01649/FUL 

Church Hall 151 & 3 

Heyward Road 

Fawcett Road 

Const of 3/4 storey building to form student 

halls with 41 study bedrooms; doctors & 

pharmacy on ground floor & basement 

41 

16/02095/VOC 12-18  Guildhall Walk 

App to vary conditions (14/01453/LBC) to 

approve revised layout of floorplans to 

accommodate 78 students 

78 

15/00821/FUL 
Zurich House  

Stanhope Road 

Change of use from offices (b1a) to 405 bed 

student halls c1; const of 595 bed halls c1;  

186m2 retail (a1); car parking 

1,000 

16/00534/FUL 
15-16  Hampshire 

Terrace 

Conversion and change of use to halls of 

residence (class c1) with 22 bedrooms & 2 

studio flats 

23 

Total 1,384 

 

3.3.16. As of the end of the current monitoring period, 31st March 2018, there were 13 

schemes relating to student accommodation with planning permission that were 

outstanding, one of these was for the loss of 42 bedrooms of this type of 
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accommodation however (change of use to flats).  Together it is anticipated that they 

will deliver at least a further 2,517 bedrooms of accommodation (of which 1,353 are 

under construction).  Going by the calculation that every 2.5 bedrooms is expected to 

release 1 new dwelling back onto the market, these outstanding bedrooms would 

equate to 1006 dwellings which would represent a significant contribution to the 

outstanding housing need in the city. However, it remains to be seen if that 

contribution continues to be justifiable and will continue to be monitored.  

 

3.3.17. As previous AMRs have noted, student accommodation continues to represent a 

significant change in the pattern of development across the city. The Council, as part 

of the Local Plan review and through other mechanisms, will be considering how this 

impacts upon local neighbourhoods, for instance in delivering local services, 

providing footfall to support local businesses, transport and movement patterns and 

the impact that releasing significant amount of housing, currently occupied for 

students, will have on the housing market. 

 

Permitted Development Rights / Prior approvals 

3.3.18. Since May 2013 it has been possible to apply for prior approval to convert a building 

from an office use to residential use as another route by which central government 

hoped to boost housing delivery and address areas of vacant offices. This change 

allowed a developer to develop residential dwellings from existing stock that is 

currently in office use, only being required to apply for prior approval rather than full 

planning permission. The process of applying for prior approval is a more light touch 

process that applies where the principle of development has already been 

established. Following this, in April 2016 the permitted development right for change 

of use from office to residential was made permanent by the government. 

 

3.3.19. Of the 408 dwelling completions that were recorded this year, almost a quarter of 

these (90 dwelling completions) were prior approvals for change of use. These 

predominantly involved either a change of use from B1 office to residential or from A1 

retail to residential. Whilst the majority the city's completions came from full planning 

applications, it is apparent that applications through prior approval have contributed 

to a sizeable proportion of new dwellings this year. 

 

Portsmouth's five year housing land supply from 1 April 2018 

3.3.20. The National Planning Policy Framework requires an annual update on the supply of 

deliverable sites sufficient to provide five years' worth of housing against the 

Council's housing requirements.  

 

3.3.21. In considering the five year position, there are two factors to be considered: the 

housing requirement to be assessed; and the housing supply itself. 
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Housing requirement 

3.3.22. To date the Council has assessed delivery against the target established in the 

adopted Portsmouth Core Strategy.  The NPPG states that the starting point for 

housing requirement figures is an up-to-date adopted Local Plan, and considerable 

weight should be given to this.  However there is a need to assess the suitability of 

this target as new evidence becomes available.  In June 2016, the Partnership for 

Urban South Hampshire published a SHMA update10 and Position Statement11 on 

planning across the region which indicated a higher figure.  The Housing White 

Paper12 indicated the Government's intention to amend the basis on which housing 

requirements are calculated, and the Government has now published a standard 

methodology13 which forms the basis of local authority housing requirements. 

 

3.3.23. The standard methodology calculation is based on household projections and 

workplace based affordability ratios. This information is provided by the ONS and is 

updated on a regular basis. Because of this the projections which come out of the 

standard methodology change regularly. Table 3.3 above shows how the standard 

methodology projection for Portsmouth has changed since September 2017. The 5 

year housing land supply position set out in table 3.4 is based upon the most recent 

figures from October 2018.  

 

Table 3.3 Changing Housing Targets for Portsmouth 

Date of release Description Annual figure Equivalent 2016-2036 

June 2016 PUSH SHMA Update 740 14,800 

Standard Methodology - Nationally Set 

September 2017 Initial publication 835 16,700 
May 2018 Revised affordability 863 17,260 

September 2018 Revised household 
projections 

595 11,900 

October 2018 2014 projections 863 17,260  
 

3.3.24. When calculating the 5 year housing land supply, paragraph 47 of the NPPF requires 

local planning authorities to identify an additional buffer of 5% of the target to ensure 

choice and competition in the market for land. In addition, Government guidance 

advises that councils should seek to make up for any past under-supply of housing 

against targets within the next five years. The resultant figures for both of these 

measures are detailed in table 3.4 and have the result of increasing the overall target 

for the next five years to 4,502 homes, or 900 dwellings per year. After those five 

years of increased delivery, the annual target reverts back to 857 dwellings per 

annum as set out in the Standard Methodology. 

 

                                                           
10 http://www.push.gov.uk/2c_objectively_assessed_housing_need_update.pdf  
11 http://www.push.gov.uk/item_12_-_appendix_1_-_position_statement.pdf  
12 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fixing-our-broken-housing-market  
13 Planning for the right homes in the right places, available at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/planning-for-the-right-homes-in-the-right-places-
consultation-proposals  
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Table 3.4: Housing Requirement in Portsmouth 2018-2036 

 

Adjusted housing target 

Initial housing need (20 x 863 homes per annum) 17,260 

Less delivery 2016-2018 1,828 

Remainder for plan period 2018-2036 15,432 

Annual requirement for Plan period  857 

Plus 5% buffer (of initial requirement) 43 

Annual-Requirement 2018-2023 900 

 

Housing land supply 

3.3.25. The sites which will form the city's future housing land supply are  

i. sites with planning permission; 

ii. potential housing sites; 

iii. an adjustment for housing released onto the market as a result of the delivery 

of bespoke student accommodation; and  

iv. windfall sites 

 

3.3.26. Table 3.5 summarises the identified supply over the next five years. 

Table 3.5: Housing Supply in Portsmouth 2018-2023 

Year 1-5 (2018/19- 2022/23) 

Sites with permission 1,091 

Other deliverable identified housing sites across the city:  1,495 

Anticipated delivery from strategic allocations in emerging Plan   735 

Student accommodation permitted   738 

Small sites windfall14    159 

 TOTAL predicted delivery in 2018-2023: 4,218 

Total requirement15: 4,502 

Surplus / Shortfall against Identified need for this period: - 284 

 

3.3.27. Therefore, the Council does not currently have a five year supply of housing land (4.7 

years). This is largely down to the government's standard methodology position which 

has significantly increased the amount of housing that the city needs to find. 

Calculated against the previous Core Strategy housing figure of 584 dwellings per 

annum need the city would have a 7.3 year housing land supply. The figures outlined 

in table 3.5 represent the five year housing land supply as of March 2019 and 

supersede those outlined in the HELAA (February 2019). 

                                                           
14 A figure of 100 dwellings has been used in the past as an estimate of small site windfalls.  A review of 
dwellings delivered since 2006 has indicated that 53 is a more appropriate figure.  The figure of 159 
included in the calculation represents three years of windfalls, to reflect both the lead in time from 
permission to delivery, and to reduce the risk of double counting. 
15 Equivalent to five times 900, including the 5% buffer  
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3.3.28. The new Local Plan must address these higher housing need figures.  Once the 

housing target has been set in the new local plan that will become the measure 

against which delivery will be assessed. 

Affordable Housing Provision  

3.3.29. In 2017/2018 the total number of affordable housing units built in Portsmouth was 46 

which represents 11.3% of the total completions this year. There has been some 

fluctuation in affordable housing completion numbers from year to year due to time 

frames that deliveries have been recorded. Going forwards, the following numbers 

will be recorded for affordable housing completions. This year's figure is down on the 

final figures for the last few years, with 127 in 2016/17, 178 completions in 2015/16 

and 190 recorded in 2014/15. 

  

3.3.30. In addition, there are 130 affordable dwellings under construction as of the end of the 

monitoring period, including 70 affordable dwellings on Goldsmith Avenue and 60 on 

Blackfriars Road. These are expected to contribute to completions in future years and 

the progress of which will be reported upon in the next AMR.   

Affordable housing secured from the market 

3.3.31. Policy PCS19 seeks to secure appropriate affordable housing provision from market 

housing schemes. Table 3.6 below provides a summary of performance in securing 

affordable housing from market developments over the last seven years. As the table 

demonstrates, policy compliance for schemes that were required to provide 

affordable housing under policy PCS19 has varied over this time period, with the 

strongest years of performance being 2012/13, this year and 2015/16 and the poorest 

performance in years 2013/14 and 2014/15.  

 

Table 3.6: Affordable housing secured as part of market developments 2011-2018 

Year Total number of 

schemes which 

are large enough 

to provide 

affordable 

housing 

Total number 

of schemes 

exempt from 

affordable 

housing 

requirements 

Schemes with 

an agreement 

to provide 

affordable 

housing in full 

accordance 

with policy 

Schemes 

which did not 

have an 

agreement to 

provide in full 

accordance 

with policy 

Percentage of 

eligible 

schemes 

complying  

Total 

units 

secured 

2011/12 18 6 5 7 42% 120 

2012/13 6 1 4 1 80% 226 

2013/14 14 7 3 4 30% 77 

2014/15 15 9 2 4 33% 57 

2015/16 15 11 2 2 50% 30 

2016/17 16 11 2 3 40% 23* 

2017/18 16 10 4 2 66.7% 14** 

* In reality there were an additional 49 units proposed to be affordable as part of application 15/02081/FUL 

however these were not secured as part of an S106 obligation as these were in excess of the policy required 

amount of 30% for the development, so this figure is likely to be higher in reality. 

** The ultimate figure for number of dwellings for scheme 17/00224/OUT had not been determined at the time of 

writing, thus while 30% agreement for affordable dwellings was secured, the final number for this scheme has not 

been added to the figure given in this table. 
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3.3.32. In this monitoring period, the following Table (3.7) demonstrates that there were six 

market developments permitted during the monitoring period that met the minimum 

number of dwellings required to engage the affordable housing provision 

requirements of policy PCS19, and were required to provide affordable housing. Of 

these, four of the developments (66.7%) agreed to the provision of a policy compliant 

proportion of affordable housing which were secured through S106 obligations, this is 

the second highest proportion seen in the last seven years only being exceeded by 

the 80% secured in 2012/13 .  

 

3.3.33. Two of the developments did not provide a compliant amount of affordable dwellings, 

however of these, one agreed to a commuted sum of £140,000 in place of the 

building of physical units, whilst the other submitted a viability study demonstrating 

that they could not comply with policy because it was not viable.  As noted in the last 

AMR, the viability and deliverability of affordable housing on larger market schemes 

requires careful consideration in the emerging local plan which these outcomes will 

help to inform.  
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Table 3.7: 2017-18 planning applications delivering enough dwellings to require inclusion of affordable housing under PCS19 

Application ref Address Proposal Total units 
Affordable 

units 
Comments 

17/00224/OUT Former Dairy Site Outline application for up to 108 

dwellings 

(up to) 108 30% rounded 

up - number of 

dwellings not 

yet agreed. 

These developments are all providing a policy 

compliant level of affordable housing. 

13/00202/OUT Land at Tipner Lane (23 
dwellings Tipner) 

Outline application for 23 dwellings 23 7 

13/00203/OUT Land at Tipner Lane (5 
dwellings Tipner) 

Outline application for 5 dwellings 5 2 

16/02107/OUT Land at rear of 92-96 
London Road 

Outline application  for 15 dwellings 15 5 

Developments which do not require provision of affordable housing 

16/01537/FUL Stanhope House, 91-95 

Commercial Road 

Student Accommodation (256 study 

bedrooms) 

256  PSC19 sets out that affordable housing will not be 

required from extra care or student accommodation 

developments. 
16/01175/FUL Wingfield House, 316 

Commercial Road 

Student hall of residence (295 study 

studios) 

295  

16/01998/FUL 12 Victoria Road South 10-bedroom student halls of residence 10  

17/00262/FUL 10 Guildhall Walk Halls of residence with 65 

study/bedrooms 

65  

17/01051/FUL Venture Tower, 57-67 

Fratton Road 

student hall of residence comprising 97 

study bedrooms (within 86 units) and 

managers accommodation 

97  

17/00877/FUL Hampshire Court Hotel, 

29-31 Hampshire Terrace 

18 bed student halls of residence; 

construction of a three and a half storey 

block providing 20 study bedrooms (also 

Class C1 Student Halls of Residence) 

38   

17/00453/FUL Land at Catherine Booth 

House 

student halls of residence comprising 20 

study bedrooms and caretakers flat 

20   

17/00420/FUL 22-24 Kingston Road Change of use from drop in centre 11   
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(Class D1) to residential institution 

(Class C2) 

Developments under the General Permitted Development Order 

17/00002/PACOU Floor 7, Enterprise House 

Isambard Brunel Road 

12 self-contained flats 12  It is not possible to apply the affordable housing policy 

to applications for prior approval under the General 

Permitted Development Order. 
17/00006/PACOU Brunel House, 42 The 

Hard 

153 residential dwellings 153  

 

Development which did not provide the full level of on-site affordable housing 

16/01584/FUL Portland Hotel, 38 Kent 

Road 

Conversion of existing building to form 

12 dwellings 

12 0 Viability study submitted and considered 

17/00473/OUT Former Ambulance Station 

Ship Leopard Street 

Outline application for construction of 4 

storey building comprising 11no. 1 

bedroom apartments 

11 0 £140,000 commuted sum agreed 
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Supply of Family Homes  

3.3.34. In response to an identified need for family homes, policy PCS19 of the Local Plan 

seeks at least 40% of new dwellings contain 3 or more bedrooms. It is 

acknowledged that it would not be appropriate in all types of development to seek to 

achieve this standard, whereas in others the percentage of family homes could be 

higher. 

 

3.3.35. The figures for 3 bed, 4 bed and 5 bed housing (family homes) completed in the 

2017-18 monitoring period are recorded in the table below. Portsmouth achieved a 

net gain of 76 homes with 3 bedrooms or more in the monitoring period. This figure 

represents 18.6% of the overall net completions in the city (408) during the 

monitoring period. Whilst this shows an improvement upon the 14.5% which was 

completed last year, it does still mean that the building of family sized homes has 

not been at a proportion that is sought through policy for the second year running, 

(the 2015/16 completion of family homes were recorded at 40%). 

 

Table 3.8: Proportions of family homes completed during the monitoring period 

Size of Home Gains Losses Net gain 

3 bed family homes 58 10 48 

4 bed family homes 20 2 18 

5 bed family homes 12 2 10 

Total 90 14 76 

Total amount of housing 

completions 2017/18 
458 50 408 

 

 

3.3.36. The 2014 PUSH Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) showed that the 

need for larger dwellings is high and the estimated requirement for dwellings with 3 

or more bedrooms is 59%. This year's housing completions fall considerably short 

of the estimated dwelling need, as have the completions for the proceeding five 

years, as is demonstrated in Table 3.9. 
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Table 3.9: Net numbers of family homes completed between 2012 and 2018 

Year 
3 

bedrooms 
4 

bedrooms 
5 

bedrooms 
Total family 

homes 
Percentage of 
total dwellings 

2012-13 33 16 12 61 17.4% 

2013-14 68 9 2 79 35.6% 

2014-15 62 34 0 96 23.6% 

2015-16 129 33 16 178 40.8% 

2016-17 44 15 -2 57 14.5% 

2017-18 48 18 10 76 18.6% 

Total 384 125 38 547 24.7% 

 

3.3.37. Since 2012 there have been 2,216 net completions of dwellings in Portsmouth; of 

which 547 completions (24.7%) were family sized homes of 3 bedrooms or above. 

  

Density of new residential development  

3.3.38. The Local Plan policy PCS21 seeks a minimum density requirement of 40 dwellings 

per hectare (dph) and in high density areas, expects densities of 100dph and 

above. 87.6% of all dwellings completed in this monitoring period met the minimum 

density requirement (401 of 458 gross completions), and 76% were at densities of 

100dph or more (348 of 458). 21 developments had completed dwellings within high 

density areas around the city during the monitoring period, and of these 13 were at 

densities of 100dph or higher sought by policy PCS21. 

 

3.3.39. Of the schemes completed within high density areas, those which did not reach 

these standards included two prior approvals relating to changes of use from a shop 

and an office to residential, which the policy cannot be applied to. There were also 

four other changes of use or conversions under full planning permission which 

resulted in singular dwellings in each instance. Finally there was an application 

which resulted in an extension of an additional floor to an existing building to create 

three flats (app ref: 14/00837/FUL) and a similar application involving another 

extension of an additional storey to an existing building which resulted in 9 flats 

(app ref: 15/00060/FUL). 

 

3.3.40. The majority of schemes (13 out of 21) completed in high density areas achieved 

the required densities, so overall; it is considered that this policy is currently working 

well. 
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Houses in Multiple Occupation  

3.3.41. The City Council introduced Policy PCS20 (HMOs: ensuring mixed and balanced 

communities) as part of the Portsmouth Plan to avoid situations where existing 

communities become unbalanced by the narrowing of household types towards 

domination by a particular type, such as shared housing (HMOs).  Due to an Article 

4 direction, planning permission is required in Portsmouth for changes of use from 

Class C3 dwelling houses to Class C4 HMOs for 3-6 unrelated people. This is a 

special planning regulation adopted by the City Council and operates by removing 

permitted development rights from whatever is specified in the Article 4 direction. 

 

3.3.42. In order to determine such applications effectively and fairly, the Council has 

produced a Supplementary Planning Document, which sets out the approach that 

will be taken. As was detailed in section 2, amendments to this document have 

been consulted on and any impacts from those amendments will be reported in the 

next AMR.  The Council also keeps a database of existing HMOs to help determine 

how many are already in a given area. 

 

3.3.43. A review of determined applications (158 in total for the 2017/18 monitoring period) 

relating to HMOs shows that 31% (49) of these applications were for existing C4 

HMOs to become mixed C3/C4.  Landlords generally apply for this type of mixed 

use, as it means that a property can be let to families or unrelated people 

alternately, without the need to apply for planning permission each time the 

property’s use changes from Class C3 to C4. All applications but one of the 

applications of this type were approved in the monitoring period, reflecting the fact 

that these units were already in HMO use when they applied, and a mixed use 

would not have any greater impact. 

 

3.3.44. There were 72 applications for change of use from an existing single family dwelling 

(C3) to mixed C3/C4 HMO use and six from C3 to either purely C4 HMO or sui 

generis HMO use in this monitoring period. Of these applications, the Council 

refused 14, three of which are in the process of being appealed.  

 

3.3.45. In addition to the 158 determinations (which are broken down in Table 3.10). There 

were also two appeals for non-determination which were allowed by the Planning 

Inspectorate during the monitoring period, one in relation to a change of use from 

C3/C4 to a 7 bedroom sui generis use, and the other for a change of use from C4 to 

a 7 bedroom sui generis use. Furthermore there are two appeals for non-

determination in progress which were not yet decided.  
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Table 3.10: HMO related planning applications received during the monitoring period 

and determined by PCC. 

Use before 
application made 

Application for 
change of use to 

Applications 
determined 

No. permitted  No. refused  

Any C4  7 4 3* 

Any HMO sui generis 30 23 7** 

C3 dwelling house Mixed C3/C4 72 61 11*** 

C4 HMO Mixed C3/C4 49 48 1 

ALL: 158 136 22 

* An appeal has been lodged to the planning inspectorate for 1 of these refusals. 
** 3 of these refusals have had appeals lodged against them, whilst 2 more are in progress. 
*** 1 appeal was lodged against these refusals and 1 is in progress. 

 

3.3.46. The total number of HMO applications is higher than was reported last year, which 

recorded 138 applications altogether compared with this year's 158. The 

percentage of HMO applications permitted by the Council (136 out of 158 this year 

which equals 86%) is higher than the 2017 reported figure of 82.6% (114 out of 

138).  

 

Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Register 

3.3.47. Self-build or Custom Build housing, are homes built or commissioned by individuals 

or groups of individuals for their own use. As of the 1st April 2016 Portsmouth City 

Council had a statutory responsibility for keeping a Self-build and Custom 

Housebuilding Register as set out in Section 1 of the Self-build and Custom 

Housebuilding Act 2015. This is a list of individuals or associations of individuals 

who are seeking to acquire serviced plots of land in the authority’s area in order to 

build houses to live in. 

 

3.3.48. The Self-build register records in base periods with the first base period beginning 

on the day on which the register was established (29th March 2016) and ending on 

30th October 2016. Subsequent base periods cover the period of 12 months 

beginning immediately after the end of the previous base period. Subsequent base 

periods therefore run from 31 October to 30 October each year. This AMR will 

therefore report on base periods one and two of the register, as well as figures for 

the first half of base period three, with subsequent AMRs providing future updates. 

 

3.3.49. At the end of each base period, the Council has three years in which to grant 

planning permission to an equivalent number of suitable plots of land, as there are 

entries for that base period. 
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3.3.50. Figure 3.3 shows that requests for self-build plots have increased from base period 

one to two; although it should be noted that base period one only covered seven 

months whilst base period two covered a full year which could explain at least some 

of this increase. During base period three there have been only three requests 

however. 

 

Figure 3.3: Requests and planning permissions granted relating to the self-build 

register during base periods 1 - 3 

 

3.3.51. Regarding permissions granted during the three base periods, the Council have not 

allocated any plots specifically for self-build, or granted permissions explicitly for 

self-build and these figures are therefore inferred from claims for self-build CIL 

exemption. These claims will be subject to further monitoring, however, at the point 

of writing there are 8 sites since the start of the register that have applied for CIL 

exemption for the purpose of being self-builds; 5 in base period 1; 2 in base period 

2; and 1 in base period 3. 

 

Brownfield land register 

3.3.52. Portsmouth City Council is now required to prepare, maintain and publish a register 

of previously developed (brownfield) land in the city as set out in Regulation 3 of the 

Town and Country Planning (Brownfield Land Register) Regulations 2017. The 

Council's Register was published on the 12th December 201816. 

 

3.3.53. The Brownfield Land Register provides a level of certainty to potential developers 

about what land the Council considers to be appropriate for redevelopment through 

                                                           
16 https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/development-and-planning/planning/brownfield-land-register  
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the provision of up-to-date and consistent information about the sites on the 

register. The Register has two parts which are: 

 Part one of the register is for sites assessed as previously developed land 

which are 'suitable', 'available' and 'achievable' for residential development of 

5 or more dwellings. 

 Part two of the register includes sites to be granted permission in principle 

(PiP) for housing-led development. PiP will establish the fundamental 

principles of development in terms of the use, location and amount of 

development. However, planning permission is not granted until Technical 

Details Consent is applied for and approved by the Council. At present 

Portsmouth City Council is not allocating any sites for permission in principle, 

so all sites are on part one of the register only. 

 

3.3.54. Upon publication of the register there were 65 sites published under part one. Of 

these 26, 17 were without planning permission at present, six were pending a 

decision and 42 had planning permission. Of those with planning permission, the 

majority were full permissions (60 out of 65). 

 

Applications for gypsy, traveller and travelling show people accommodation  

3.3.55. There have been no applications received relating to applications for gypsy, 

traveller and travelling show people during the monitoring period. 
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3.4. The natural environment 

 

Open Space 

3.4.1. The previous AMR highlighted that the Council had commissioned work on two key 

pieces of evidence which will form a basis for the direction of the new Local Plan in 

the future and that have direct relevance to open space in the city. During this 

monitoring period: 

 Work continued towards the formulation of the Portsmouth Open Space 

Needs and Opportunities Assessment. This provides an additional 

assessment of the current provision and quality of various types of open 

space in Portsmouth, alongside the existing Parks and Open Spaces 

Strategy, in order to help determine the future needs that should be planned 

for, based upon projected population growth. This has now been completed 

and published online as part of the Local Plan evidence base17. 

 The Portsmouth City Council Playing Pitches Strategy 2018-2022 was 

adopted by the Cabinet Member for Culture, Leisure and Sport on 16 March 

2018, as the key document to guide future planning and decision-making 

around playing pitches. The document specifically assesses the current 

provision and quality of various types of playing pitch in the city and again will 

help to determine the future needs for provision to be considered in the new 

Local Plan.  

 

3.4.2. The findings of both of these studies will help to build a fuller and more up-to-date 

picture of open space across the city. 

 

                                                           
17 https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/development-and-planning/planning/the-local-plan  

Key monitoring news in this section 

 The Council have adopted the Portsmouth City Council Playing Pitches Strategy 

2018-2022 and finalised a new Open Space Needs and Opportunities 

Assessment. 

 Veolia are now in the final stages of the reinstatement program for the Landfill 

Closure project on Horsea Island. Footpaths and cycle routes are substantially 

complete and meadows are planted, with tree planting and landscaping occurring 

over the autumn. 

 In terms of open space provision, the only application that was eligible to provide 

a pocket park under PCS13 agreed to its provision. However there also continues 

to be a number of larger applications that are being permitted but are exempt 

from open space policy requirements such as those under general permitted 

development and student accommodation, and as such are not providing 

appropriate levels of open space provision.  

 The long term Solent Recreation Mitigation Strategy was approved by 

Portsmouth on 28th February 2018; and its implementation, including a new 

charging schedule, started on the 1st of April 2018. 
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Progress towards the delivery of the country park 

3.4.3. In relation to the greener Portsmouth policy (PCS13) and the creation of open 

space, as noted in section 2.1, Veolia have advanced the Landfill Closure Plan 

considerably and are now in the final stages of the reinstatement program. 

Footpaths and cycle routes are substantially complete and meadows are planted. 

Over the autumn, Veolia will be planting around 50,000 new trees in conjunction 

with the landscaping plan.  

 

Provision of open space in new development  

3.4.4. Policy PCS13 sets the expectation that developments of 50 dwellings or more will 

provide open space as part of their development at a standard of 1.5ha per 

thousand population. This is expanded on in the Housing Standards SPD.  

 

3.4.5. During the monitoring period, two applications of more than 50 dwellings were 

permitted. One of these applications was for prior approval under the General 

Permitted Development Order and it is not therefore possible to apply the policy 

requirements of open space provision to them. The other proposal is listed in the 

table (3.11) below: 

 

Table 3.11: Planning applications during the monitoring period large enough to 

engage requirements of policy PCS13   

Planning 
application 

Address Proposal PCS13 compliant open space 
provision 

17/00224/OUT 

Former Dairy Site, 
Station Road 
Portsmouth 
PO6 1PL 

Outline application 
for up to 108 
dwellings 

Pocket park provided as part of the 
outline application, not to the 
required size for the amount of 
people on the development. 

 

3.4.6. As the table notes, a pocket park has been included as part of the outline 

application, though the case officer's committee report noted that the size of park 

proposed as part of the application was not to the required size for the amount of 

people on the development as set out in the Housing Standards SPD. The report 

does however note that in combination with existing open space nearby, total open 

space provision would be acceptable.  The case officer went on to state that neither 

was the shape or relationship to built form of the open space  'indicative of quality 

place-making' and advised that this should be improved when reserved matters are 

submitted.  

 

3.4.7. As was noted in last year's AMR, in addition, there were a number of applications 

for larger developments of student housing  that would feasibly introduce additional 

pressures on local open spaces but that are not currently engaging the 

requirements of policy PCS13 to provide new open space. Considering the 

increased amounts of applications for student accommodation in the city, there is a 
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need for the consideration of whether the requirements of the policy need to be 

expanded to include this form of development in the new Local Plan.   

Flood Risk - Improvements to Sea Defences  

3.4.8. Policy PCS12 of the Portsmouth Plan sets out the City Council's approach to flood 

risk.  As well as seeking to avoid or mitigate flood risk in new development, it is also 

key that the city's coastal defences are maintained and improved.  

 

3.4.9. The work needed in the city to defend it for the next hundred years from inundation 

by the sea includes raising seawalls, building new defences and improving seawall 

structural integrity, as well as establishing sustainable methods of retaining beach 

materials. These projects are currently at various stages of development around the 

island with this monitoring period seeing progress made with respect to the 

defences at Southsea. 

 

3.4.10. The coastal defence project at Southsea in the south of the city is now in design 

and development and consultation and engagement with the local community has 

been taking place in 2018. As was noted in section 3.1, work has also commenced 

on considering the wider implications of the proposed coastal defences along 

Southsea seafront. An initial public consultation on this work is to be undertaken in 

the summer alongside consultation in respect of the defences themselves. 

 

3.4.11. Whilst work continues on the development of the Southsea coastal defence 

scheme, the existing sea defences have continued to experience failures 

particularly during more severe winter storms. The most recent example of these 

failures occurred near the Naval War Memorial which necessitated the closure of 

the surrounding area of promenade whilst repair works were undertaken. The 

Eastern Solent Coastal Partnership continues to manage such repair works on 

behalf of the council as and when they arise. 

 

Biodiversity 

3.4.12. Hampshire Biodiversity Information Centre (HBIC) have the responsibility of 

monitoring biodiversity across the Hampshire region and as such are a valuable 

source of information for understanding the state of biodiversity in the city. As part 

of their monitoring work, HBIC publish an annual monitoring report on their 

website18 which covers a range of topics, a couple of which will be touched upon 

here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
18https://www.hants.gov.uk/landplanningandenvironment/environment/biodiversity/informationcentre/in
formation  
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Condition of SSSIs 

3.4.13. One indicator set out in the local plan for the monitoring of policy PCS13 is that of 

the condition of the city's Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs). A SSSI may be 

made on any area of land which is considered to be of special interest by virtue of 

its fauna, flora, geological or physiographical / geomorphological features. There 

are three SSSIs within Portsmouth: 

• Portsmouth Harbour 

• Portsdown Hill 

• Langstone Harbour 

3.4.14. According to Hampshire Biodiversity Information Centre (HBIC), 14.36% (257 ha) of 

SSSI are in 'favourable condition', a large proportion at 85.52% are in 'unfavourable 

recovering' condition (1,528 ha). 0.01% and 0.1% were found to be 'unfavourable 

no change' or 'destroyed' respectively. 

 

 

Portsmouth's priority habitats 

 

3.4.15. Hampshire has a number of priority habitats and a range of these can be found 

around Portsmouth and make an important contribution to its natural environment, 

although due to the developed nature of the city often only occurring in small 

amounts. Table 3.12 demonstrates the quantities of the priority habitats that can be 

found in Portsmouth as of the end of March 2018. 

Table 3.12: Priority habitats in Portsmouth according to HBIC (as of 31st March 2018)19 

                                                           
19 Hampshire Biodiversity Information Centre (HBIC) 2017-18 Annual Monitoring Report  
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SPA mitigation contributions  

3.4.16. The Portsmouth Plan's Greener Portsmouth policy (PCS13) sets out how the 

Council will ensure that the European-designated nature conservation sites along 

the Solent coast will continue to be protected. A particular concern is that of the 

coastal bird species that over winter in the area and their wellbeing is the purpose 

of several Special Protected Area (SPA) designations in the surrounding area. 

Research shows that the numbers of new houses planned around the Solent area 

will lead to more people visiting the coast for recreation and these visits have 

potential knock on impacts for the protected bird species. The City Council is part of 

the Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership (more publically known as Bird Aware 

Solent), which has been set up to coordinate efforts from local authorities to ensure 

that the Special Protection Areas along the Solent continue to be protected. 

 

3.4.17. During the monitoring period, the production of the long term Solent Recreation 

Mitigation Strategy was finalised; this long term strategy replaces the Interim one. 

The document sets out how recreational pressures arising from visitors to coastal 

areas will be mitigated so as to prevent disturbance to bird species that overwinter 

in the Solent area. This is of increasing concern as the city's population rises 

bringing with it increasing recreational demands on protected sites. The strategy 

was endorsed by PUSH in December 2017; the strategy was approved by 

Portsmouth on 28th February 2018; and its implementation started on the 1st of April 

2018.   

 

3.4.18. At the same time as the implementation of the Solent Recreation Mitigation 

Strategy, the Council's Solent Special Protection Areas Supplementary Planning 

Document (SPD) was revoked, as detailed in section 2.  

 

3.4.19. Table 3.13 below summarises the amount of planning permissions that have been 

granted subject to developer contributions to mitigation packages for the SPA. The 

table shows the number of schemes which have made a contribution. 

 

Table 3.13: Planning permissions granted subject to a developer contribution to 

Solent recreation disturbance mitigation 

 2014/15 

(and 

earlier) 

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 

Standard rate 

(per dwelling) 
380 440 183 275 

Reduced rate 

(per 5 

bedrooms) 

197 252 179 210 

Total 577 692 362 485 

Source: Bird Aware Solent 
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3.4.20. Of the 485 total, 210 permissions were granted subject to a reduced rate. This 

reduced rate applies to dwellings such as self-contained student accommodation 

whose inhabitants are deemed to have a less significant recreational impact upon 

protected habitats/species than standard dwellings. The reasoning behind the 

reduced rate is that the majority of student accommodation occupants do not live 

with a dog, or possess a car whilst at university and do not live in their 

accommodation for 100% of the year. 
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3.5. The economy & access to shops, jobs and services  

New floor space 

Portsmouth City Centre 

3.5.1. Policy PCS4 seeks to increase the amount of employment, retail, food and drink 

and other town centre uses in the city centre.  

Employment floor space in the city centre 

3.5.2. There was one development permissioned at Gunwharf which has yet to be 

commenced on site, but will include 360 m2 of B8 floor space20.  

Retail floor space in the city centre 

3.5.3. As of the end of the monitoring period, there were two outstanding retail 

permissions in the city centre, one of which was from a previous monitoring period, 

neither of which had yet been started; these totalled 617m2 of floor space. One of 

these applications was located at Brunel House, at the Hard, and was for the 

change of use of the ground floor to retail (Class A1) and gymnasium (Class D2) 

(application 17/01180/FUL), the other  was located on Commercial Road 

specifically and was for a change of use from amusement arcade to retail 

(application: 15/01084/FUL). The former application was the only new permission 

granted for A1 retail floor space in the city centre during the 2017-18 monitoring 

period specifically. 

 

                                                           
20 Note that the date of the permission for this application technically fell into the previous monitoring period. 

Key monitoring news in this section 

 A small proportion of new floor space was delivered in the city centre in the form 

of retail and food and drink uses. Across the wider city larger proportions of 

floor space were delivered including a new hotel which was completed at 

Lakeside and a couple of changes of use to gym and yoga studios. 

 A net loss of employment floor space continued across the city as losses of B1 

use alone outweighed gains of all types of business/industrial use floor space 

combined.  

 Occupied retail frontage is below targets sought by policy across much of the 

city, though Southsea continues to perform above target at present in terms of 

A1 use. 

 Vacancy rates have improved for all district centres this year other than Fratton 

which has declined to more than one fifth of primary frontage as vacant. Vacancy 

rates of primary frontage have also increased in the city centre and in Southsea.  

 The local centres health check indicates that there is generally a good mix of 

uses in these smaller hubs of local shops and services. Retail uses generally 

accommodate the majority of frontage in most centres whilst vacant frontage is 

mostly low. 
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3.5.4. In terms of completions, there was 291 m2 of new retail floor space completed at 

Winston Churchill Avenue which was on the ground floor of a 6 storey building. 

 

3.5.5. Across the wider city 7,296 m2 of additional retail floor space was completed during 

the monitoring period, this was spread across five developments. 

Food and drink 

3.5.6. As of the end of the monitoring period there was one food/drink related 

development, comprised of 212 m2 of A3-5 floor space in the city centre which was 

completed; this was part of a conversion/extension to form student flats with an A3 

café.  

 

3.5.7. As of this monitoring period no new A3/A4/A5 floor space had been granted 

permission in the city centre.  

 

3.5.8. Looking wider than the city centre area, there are three other outstanding 

permissions granted for food and drink related uses which at the time of surveying, 

had not yet started construction. When completed these should equate to an 

additional 1,364 m2 of A3-5 use floor space in the city.   

Hotel (C1) development in the centre 

3.5.9. There were three outstanding permissions for C1 use in the city centre as of the 

end of the monitoring period; one of these was granted permission previous to the 

monitoring period. Two new permissions were granted during this monitoring 

period, one for a 152 bedroom hotel (17/00228/FUL) and one for a 120 bedroom 

hotel (17/00250/FUL). There were no hotel completions in the city centre area 

during the monitoring period, though in the wider city during the monitoring period 

there was development completed at Lakeside Business Park of a 153 bedroom 

hotel as detailed in section 3.1.  

Other uses 

3.5.10. There were no new permissions granted for other leisure uses in the city centre or 

across the wider city during the monitoring period. In terms of completions, beyond 

the city centre, there were two health and wellbeing related developments that were 

completed totalling 633 m2 of floor space and these comprised of changes of use to 

a gym and a yoga studio. There were also two other outstanding permissions 

relating to gyms that once complete will result in a further 1,438 m2 of additional 

floor space, neither of these have been started as yet.  

Wider city employment floor space gains and losses  

3.5.11. Looking at the city as a whole rather than just the city centre, as of the end of the 

monitoring period, there was one planning application for office use granted 

planning permission during the monitoring period, application 17/00625/FUL which 

was for 972 m2 of mixed B1-8 floor space. Altogether as of the end of the monitoring 

period there were seven applications for industry or office development in the city 

which had been granted permission and were either not yet started, or under 
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construction. Only one of these, the application mentioned above, was granted 

permission during the monitoring period, the rest were existing permissions from 

previous years.  

 

3.5.12. Relating to physically completed floor space during the monitoring period, the city 

overall had gained approximately 1,817m2 of employment floor space as of the end 

of the monitoring period, which can be broken down into 256 m2 of B1A use, 913 m2 

of B2 use, 360 m2 of B8 use and 288 m2 of mixed B1-B8 use. 

 

3.5.13. The city continues to experience a larger amount of losses of employment space 

this year losing 7,603m2 of B1 floor space and 292 m2 of B2 floor space during the 

monitoring period. These losses were predominantly due to applications for 

demolishment and subsequent constructions of residential uses as well as change 

of use to other uses such as flats, or student accommodation. This means that 

during the monitoring period, the city experienced a net loss of employment floor 

space of 6,078m2 overall (Figure 3.4), which compares unfavourably with last year's 

net gain of 2,442m2.  

 

Figure 3.4: B1 and mixed B use employment floor space gained/lost and net total 

change during the monitoring period (m2). 

 

3.5.14. Looking at the longer term trend in employment floor space permissions since the 

Portsmouth Plan's introduction, Table 3.14 on the next page details the total gains 

and losses permissioned in the city since 2010. The Council has this year 

undertaken a review of past employment land gains and losses utilising a more 

comprehensive data set provided by Hampshire County Council Research and 

Intelligence team.  This has resulted in an updated set of figures from those 

reported previously and these are detailed in table 3.14 below.  Over this longer 

period it demonstrates that because of some significant losses in B1 and B1-B8 
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mixed use floor space outweighing any gains, net change in employment floor 

space has been in the negative with about 78,000 m2 lost in the city.  

Table 3.14: Portsmouth Employment floor space planning permissions (sq m) 
April 2010 to March 2018 

 
 B1 B1-B8 Total 

Total Gain 13,626 27,121 40,747 

Total Losses 73,831 44,832 118,663 

Net Total -60,205 -17,711 -77,916 

 

 

3.5.15. Policy PCS11 of the Portsmouth Plan identified a target delivery of 243,000m2 of 

employment space by 2027 and when the net totals of Table 3.14 are compared 

against this, it appears that the policy has significantly fallen short of this aim so far. 

Taking into account the floor space of the seven existing permissions for 

employment uses currently granted across the city, but yet to be delivered, these 

should amount to a further gain in 99,960m2 of floor space once all these 

developments are complete, which will go some way towards meeting this identified 

need. Obviously this does not take into account any further gains or losses as part 

of future planning applications that might be permitted in the future however. 

 

3.5.16. Going forwards, as there has been a net loss of B1 floor space over the plan period 

to date, seeking to protect existing employment land and ensuring the delivery of 

allocated floor space will be key employment issues to be addressed in the new 

Local Plan. 

Loss of B1a floor space as a result of prior approvals 

3.5.17. As has already been noted, since May 2013 it has been possible to apply for prior 

approval to convert a building from an office use to residential use as another route 

by which central government hoped to boost housing delivery and address areas of 

vacant offices. Previous AMRs have speculated that such changes of use could be 

a reason for the losses in B1 office space that the city has been recording in recent 

years. The following figure demonstrates the losses in B1a floor space as a result of 

prior approvals since 2013 when records began.  
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Figure 3.5: Losses of B1a floor space due to prior approval applications since 

2013 

 
3.5.18. As the figure details, 9,409m2 of floor space has been lost between July 2013 and 

the end of 2017, with last year seeing the largest amount of floor space lost at 

4,626m2. When this figure is compared to the 118,663 m2 total of B1 and B1-B8 mix 

office use lost since 2012, it is only a small proportion of total losses but 

nevertheless a contributory factor.  

 

3.5.19. Beyond the impacts of permitted development rights for change of use, a couple of 

other forms of development are considered to be driving the loss of B1 floor space 

in the city over the last few years. These are planning permissions for hotel 

development and student accommodation on identified sites for regeneration in the 

city centre.  

 

Retail development across the city 

3.5.20. National Planning Practice Guidance advises that assessments of the vitality of 

town centres should cover between a three and five year period, therefore reporting 

on the policy indicators relating to retail in Portsmouth in the following section will try 

to cover at least three years in order to reflect this guidance and understand wider 

trends in their performance. 

 

3.5.21. Use class surveys of the city's retail frontages are carried out annually, usually in 

April. The results are therefore a 'snapshot' of the frontage uses at that point in 

time. It should be noted that adjustments have been made to the previous years' 

frontage figures that are featured in this section, which may result in some slight 
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differences to what has been reported in previous AMRs. This is because the 

vacant units have been recorded separately in order to better assess the 

performance of the retail policies in Portsmouth's centres. 

 

Portsmouth City Centre 

Shopping frontage in the Commercial Road shopping area 

3.5.22. Policy PCS4 of the Portsmouth Plan requires that at least 75% of the frontage in the 

Commercial Road shopping area remains in use as shops (A1) in order to retain its 

principal function as a shopping destination. Table 3.15 sets out the level of A1 

shop provision in this locality at the time of the survey. In 2017 the retail survey was 

extended to cover some additional units at the southern end of Commercial Road 

which may slightly alter the proportions of uses compared to previous years. 

  

Table 3.15: A1 shop provision in Portsmouth City Centre at the end of the monitoring 
period 

 

75% of City Centre frontage equates to… 2001.1m 75% 

Current level of A1 frontage 1538.26m 57.7% 

Current deficit under target 462.84m -17.3% 

 
 
3.5.23. As Table 3.15 demonstrates, the recorded provision of A1 shops in the city centre in 

2018 is just over 17% below the 75% threshold set out in policy PCS4. The 

provision of A1 shops has continued to decrease from the last couple of years 

which reported 60.9% (in 2017) and 66.4% (in 2016) of A1 frontage.  

 

3.5.24. As the amount of A1 retail frontage remains below the target level, further loss of A1 

frontage will generally not be supported by the City Council. 

 
Table 3.16: Current mix of uses in Commercial Road Area 

(Ground Floor Level) 

Land use class Frontage (m) Percentage 

A1 Shops 1538.26m 57.7% 

A2 Financial Institutions 208.15m 7.8% 

A3 Restaurants and Cafés 137.5m 5.2% 

A4 Drinking Establishments 60.18m 2.3% 

D1 Non-residential institutions 187.42m 7.0% 

SG Uses without use classes 73.49m 2.8% 

 
Note that the % figures do not add up to 100% as table shows only main use classes featured in 

the Centre and not all are represented. 
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Vacant frontage in the Commercial Road shopping area 

3.5.25. The vacancy rate for the city centre was recorded as 12.6%, this has increased 

from the last couple of years which recorded city centre vacancy rates of 9.1% (in 

2017) and 11.9%21 (in 2016). It should be highlighted however, that within this 

vacancy figure are some prominent units such as the recently vacated Marks and 

Spencers (37.21m of frontage), the former Warehouse/Miss Selfridge building 

(33.79m of frontage) and the unit previously taken up by BHS (comprising 26.98m 

of frontage). The vacancy rate in Portsmouth City Centre has now increased above 

the national average for large centres of 12.2%.22  

 

Southsea Town Centre 

3.5.26. There are two strands to the policy framework for Southsea Town Centre as set out 

in the Southsea Area Action Plan (AAP): one is a focus on maintaining a 

predominantly healthy level of retail shops in the primary shopping area around 

Palmerston Road, the other is to create a restaurant / café quarter in the southern 

part of Palmerston Road and Osborne Road and also limit the number of drinking 

establishments and hot food takeaways in the areas around the main 

pedestrianised area. 

Protection of shops in Southsea 

3.5.27. Similar to policy PCS4, the Southsea Area Action plan policy STC3 requires that at 

least 75% of primary frontage in Southsea town centre is A1 use. As Table 3.17 

demonstrates, the most recent primary frontage breakdown is in compliance with 

this policy with 78% of the total frontage being currently in A1 use. The percentage 

of A1 frontage has shown little change from last year where the figure was recorded 

as 77.9%, and is slightly lower than the 2016 figure of 79.3% of total frontage in A1 

use. 

Table 3.17: Current mix of uses in Southsea Town Centre Primary Area 
(Ground Floor Level) 

Land use class Frontage (m) Percentage 

A1 Shops 607.19m 78% 

A2 Financial Institutions 83.60m 10.7% 

A3 Restaurants and Cafés 22.67m 2.9% 

A4 Drinking Establishments 10.69m 1.4% 

D1 Non-residential institutions 12.42m 1.6% 

SG Uses without use classes 6.87m 0.9% 

 
Note that the % figure do not add up to 100% as the table shows only main use classes featured in 

the Centre and not all are represented. 
 

                                                           
21 Note that the 2016 vacancy rate was incorrectly recorded as 12.7% in the 2016/17 AMR; this is the correct 
figure for that year.  
22 Source: Retail and Leisure Trends Summary Report H1 - Local Data Company (2018) 
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3.5.28. 2018 vacancy rates in Southsea town centre are at 3.7% (28.43m) of the primary 

frontage and 4.8% (55.84m) of the secondary frontage. In comparison to previous 

years these vacancy figures have increased for primary frontage, being recorded at 

3.3% (2017) and 0.7% (2016), but decreased for secondary, recorded at 8.5% 

(2017) and 7.9% (2016) previously. These figures are still below the national 

average for vacancy rates in medium centres of 10.8%.23   

Percentage of A4/A5 in the Southsea secondary frontage 

3.5.29. Policy STC5 of the Southsea AAP states that no more than 8% of secondary 

frontage should be in A4/A5 use to ensure bars and takeaways do not adversely 

affect residential amenity through increased noise, disturbance and anti-social 

behaviour. 2018 secondary frontage in A4/A5 use is at 11.5% (A4 use being at 

8.8% whilst A5 is at 1.8%), which is 3.5% over the policy threshold. Compliance 

with the policy thresholds can be affected by existing (non A4/A5) businesses 

closing, permitted changes of use and by the amount of vacant units at the time of 

the survey. In the previous years, 2017 saw the percentage of A4/A5 use at 10% 

(2% over the percentage sought by policy), whilst 2016 had been achieving a policy 

compliant percent of 7.2%.  

Number of A3 units in the Southsea secondary frontage 

3.5.30. Cafés and restaurants are encouraged to locate within Osborne Road and 

Palmerston Road South through implementation of policy STC4 of the AAP. The 

Council aims to improve the vitality of the centre and to create a restaurant quarter 

that utilises the existing concentration of restaurants and cafés in the area. 

 

3.5.31. At the time of the survey, the percentage of secondary frontage in A3 use in 

Southsea was 17.6%. The percentage of A3 frontage is up from what was recorded 

in 2017 (15.1%) and up from what was recorded in 2016 (16.9%). 

Markets and Events  

3.5.32. Policy STC6 of the Southsea Town Centre Area Action Plan promotes the existing 

Farmers’ Markets and encourages proposals for any additional markets and events 

in the Palmerston Road precinct.  

 

3.5.33. The pedestrian precinct, hosts a variety of markets and festivals throughout the 

year. Most notably, the monthly Hampshire Farmers Market, Love Southsea 

Market, SMT Arts and Collectables and the new Woodland Crafts market, which 

started in March 2017. The annual Southsea Food Festival is held every July. 

 

 

 

                                                           
23 Source: Retail and Leisure Trends Summary Report H1 - Local Data Company (2018) 
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District Centres 

3.5.34. As part of policy PCS8 the Portsmouth Plan designates four areas as district 

centres: Albert Road & Elm Grove, Cosham, Fratton and North End. 

 

Albert Road & Elm Grove 

3.5.35. This is a long, linear centre which runs east-west through Southsea. The centre has 

a variety of independent, niche retailers and food and drink outlets which draws 

people to the centre, and makes it a popular and successful destination locally. 

 

3.5.36. The policy contains a number of requirements which guide the mix of uses in the 

centre to balance its complementary roles and its proximity to people’s homes. The 

table below demonstrates the area's performance against these at the time of the 

survey. 

 

Table 3.18: Policy compliance of various types of frontage along Albert Road and Elm 

Grove 

Policy indicator 
Current 

frontage 

Current 

percentage 

Policy 

percentage 

How much of the Albert Rd primary frontage is A1? 570.1m 41.2% 
At least 

50.00% 

How much of the Elm Grove primary frontage is A1? 44m 31.0% 
At least 

50.00% 

What is the total A3, A4 and A5 in the centre? 653.78m 25.0% 
No more 

than 23.00% 

What is the total A3, A4 and A5 in the west of Albert 

Road? 
306.27m 32.1% 

No more 

than 35.00% 

 

 

 

3.5.37. The centre is currently only complying with one of the requirements detailed in 

Table 3.18, this is the total A3, A4 and A5 use frontage in the west of Albert Road, 

which the plan states should not exceed 35% of the total frontage; this percentage 

has marginally improved over the last few years which were recorded as 32.3% 

(2017) and on the threshold of 35% in 2016. 

 

3.5.38. Regarding the levels of A1 frontage in Albert Road and Elm Grove, Albert Road has 

consistently recorded a below policy compliant level of A1 frontage, falling to 41.2% 

in 201724 and staying at this for 2018 also 40.8% in 2017, although it was 

performing slightly better in 2016 (46.2%). A1 occupation in Elm Grove primary 

frontage also declined in 2018 (31%) down from 45.7% in 2017; it was previously 

achieving a policy compliant level of A1 frontage in 2016 (53.4%).  

                                                           
24 Note this figure has been revised from the previously recorded as 40.8% in the 2016/17 AMR. 
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3.5.39. However, the recorded A1 occupation levels of all frontages should also be 

considered in context to the proportion of vacant frontage, which was 4.73% across 

the centre in 2018, and has reduced from the 7.3% recorded in 2017 (but is higher 

than the 3.19% vacancy rate of 2016). 

 

Cosham 

3.5.40. Cosham is the only district centre in Portsmouth on the mainland and is partly 

pedestrianised. PCS8 seeks at least 55% of the primary frontage to be used as 

shops to preserve the centre’s role. Table 3.19 demonstrates however, that the 

centre is currently not achieving this objective, with only 53.1% of primary frontage 

in use as A1 shops.  

 

Table 3.19: Level of A1 shops in Cosham district centre at the end of the monitoring 
period 

 

55% of the frontage is 569.07m 55.00% 

Current level of A1  549.71m 53.1% 

Additional non-A1 frontage which 

can be accommodated 
19.36m -1.9% 

 

3.5.41. The percentage of A1 frontage has increased compared from what was reported in 

previous years, with the 2017 retail survey reporting a drop down to 49.8%, whilst 

2016 had reported a policy compliant 55% at the time of those surveys. Like in 

Albert Road and Elm Grove, the vacancy rate has also improved going from 7.7% in 

2017 to 4% in 2018; the figure had been 5.9% in 2016. As the percentage of A1 

frontage is below the 55% target, this generally means that the City Council will 

seek to resist any further losses of A1 going forward.  

 

Fratton 

3.5.42. Fratton is only 1km to the east of the city centre and consists of a shopping centre 

with a large supermarket and a number of smaller shops on Fratton Road. To 

ensure the retail offering of the centre, Policy PCS8 requires that at least 55% of the 

primary frontage remain as shops. The amount of frontage at the time of the 2018 

survey is demonstrated in Table 3.20, this is presently not in compliance with the 

targets of the policy with only 47.0% of frontage being in A1 use. As was noted in 

last year's AMR, Fratton continues to have the highest vacancy rate of the District 

Centres at 21.5% which has increased from, 18.6% in 2017 and 13.3% in 2016.  
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Table 3.20: Level of A1 shops in Fratton district centre at the end of the monitoring 

period 

 

55% of the frontage is 431.37m 55.0% 

Current level of A1 368.4m 47.0% 

Additional non-A1 frontage 

which can be accommodated 
62.97m 8.0% 

 

3.5.43. When comparing this year's figure for A1 frontage to previous years, the level of 

primary frontage as shops in the Fratton area has reduced from 50.1% recorded in 

2017 and 54.4% in 2016. 

 

North End 

3.5.44. North End is a fairly linear centre, focussed on London Road.  It serves the 

immediate area with a supermarket and a variety of comparison goods stores.  

Policy PCS8 requires that 65% of the primary frontage be used as shops. As Table 

3.21 demonstrates, the centre is not currently meeting this proportion with the 

current level of A1 occupying 63.91% of the primary frontage. 2.93% of the frontage 

was recorded as vacant. 

 

Table 3.21: Level of A1 shops in North End district centre at the end of the monitoring 

period 

65% of the frontage is 478.86m 65.00% 

Current level of A1 470.86m 63.91% 

Additional non-A1 frontage 

which can be accommodated 
8m 1.1% 

 

3.5.45. In comparison to the recorded figures for the last couple of years, the rate of A1 

frontage has increased after showing a decline down from 54.16% in 2017 and 

58.7% in 2016. 
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Vacancies in all District Centres 

3.5.46. The graph below compares vacancy rates in the district centres across the last six 

years.  

 

Figure 3.6: Vacancy rates in the District Centres (2012/13 - 2017/18) 

 

3.5.47. As the graph shows, vacancy rates are down for all district centres this year, other 

than at Fratton which continues to increase. It is difficult to isolate any clear trends 

in the data, with percentages of vacant space increasing and decreasing across the 

centres from year to year, though North End has demonstrated an improving picture 

for the last few years reducing from 13% vacancy rates in 2016 down to 2.9% in 

2018, whilst the opposite is true of Fratton vacancy rates, which have worsened 

from 13.3% in 2016 to 21.5% in 2018.  

  

Visitor footfalls in the city 

3.5.48. The Council records the numbers of visitors to key retail areas around the city which 

can help contribute to understanding how the popularity of these areas is changing 

over time. This data can then potentially provide an indication of the effectiveness of 

council policies at protecting the vitality of these retail areas. 

 

3.5.49. Data is collected for visitor footfall in three locations around the city; these are 

Commercial Road, Cosham High Street and Palmerston Road in Southsea. Figure 

3.7 over the page tracks the total footfall each year since 2014 for these three 

locations. 
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Figure 3.7: Footfall rates across key retail areas of Portsmouth* 
 

*Note that these figures are cumulated based upon years running from January to December. 

 

3.5.50. As the figure demonstrates, footfall at Commercial Road is over double that of the 

other two centres showing its popularity in the city. The total annual footfall rate 

counted at Commercial Road has however shown a gradual decline from 

11,218,576 in total in 2014 to 10,335,783 as of the end of 2017 (December 2017). 

 

3.5.51. The trend in footfall rates for the other two locations are a little more mixed, with 

Palmerston Road having experienced a general decline from 2014 to 2017, though 

2015 actually saw its highest rates of visitors in the four years covered here. 

Cosham has equally seen its highest footfall in 2015, though as of the end of 2017 

its foot fall rate had climbed to the second highest amount in the four years of 

counting. 

 

Access to Local Shops and Services 

3.5.52. As well as protecting the vitality and viability of the designated town and district 

centres, the Council is also keen to ensure that people have access to shops and 

services near to where they live. 
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3.5.53. The Council has designated a number of local centres across the city through policy 

PCS18.  These are small parades of shops, often including a small convenience 

store, some takeaways and a collection of other small businesses. The Council 

undertook its two-yearly health check of the local centres this year and the findings 

from these reviews will now be discussed in reference to the monitoring indicators 

which were set out for the policy. As Figure 3.8 below demonstrates, total frontage 

designated within the local centres varies from around 700 metres at Kingston 

Road, one of the largest local centres, to around 40 metres at Leith Avenue, 

Locksway Road and Tregaron Avenue, the smallest of the city's local centres.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.8: Total frontage and frontage in A1 use in Portsmouth's local 

centres 

 

3.5.54. Total amounts of frontage in A1 use is the first indicator of the effectiveness of the 

Local Centres policy, and this is generally about half of total frontage for the 

majority of the centres, with a couple of higher percentages at Tregaron Avenue 

(71.5%) and Eastney Road (68.3%), and lower percentages at London Road 

(South) (18.4%) and Castle Road (29.4%).   

 

3.5.55. The second indicator relates to food and drink uses in the local centres. Figure 3.9 

shows the proportions of the total frontage within each local centre that are in food 

or drink use. It shows that there is some variation again between the centres with 

the smallest proportions found at Copnor Road and the largest proportions at Leith 

Avenue where almost a third of total frontage is in this type of use.  
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Figure 3.9: Proportion of frontage in A3, A4, A5 food and drink use in 

Portsmouth's local centres 

 

3.5.56. Finally, Figure 3.10 below details the vacancy rates across the local centres, which 

is another indicator of the effectiveness of policy PCS18. There were no recorded 

vacant frontages within the local centres at Castle Road, Havant Road, Portsmouth 

Road or Tregaron Avenue. On the other hand highest amounts of vacant frontage 

were recorded at Kingston Road and London Road (North) at just over 16% and 

12% respectively.  

 

Figure 3.10: Proportion of vacant frontage in Portsmouth's local centres 
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3.5.57. The findings of the health check indicate that there is generally a good retail 

presence in the local centres, though there are a couple of areas where the retail 

offering is more limited. Amounts of frontage in food and drink use vary across the 

local centres, but have a sizeable presence, though not to the same degree as retail 

use. Proportions of vacant frontage vary across the centres too, though typically 

tend to be quite low, with the amount only reaching 10% or in excess of 10% in four 

of the centres. 

 

Summary 

3.5.58. The policy indicators reported on in section 3.5 portray a mixed picture for the 

economy of the city. Whilst employment floor space has reduced across 

Portsmouth during this monitoring period specifically, the number of existing 

proposals with permission granted should contribute significantly towards the 

identified employment floor space needs in the longer term once completed, though 

this will need to be balanced against any further losses.  

 

3.5.59. Shopping frontage in Southsea continues to comply with policy targets and the 

pedestrian precinct, hosts a variety of markets and festivals throughout the year. 

Vacancy rates in the Cosham, North End and Albert Road/Elm Grove district 

centres have decreased too which is positive. The local centres health check 

indicates that there is generally a good mix of uses in these smaller hubs of local 

shops and services. Retail uses generally accommodate the majority of frontage in 

most centres whilst vacant frontage is mostly low.     

 

3.5.60. There are areas for concern, such as the proportions of occupied A1 retail frontage 

generally declining across the city and failing to comply with the levels being sought 

through the Local Plan policies. Also the proportion of vacant frontage increased 

along Commercial Road in the City Centre and continued to increase in the Fratton 

district centre. Furthermore B1 office space has continued to exhibit significant 

losses continuing an eight year trend which has had the impact of limiting overall 

employment floor space gains across the city as a whole since 2011. 

 

3.5.61. As was noted in last year's AMR, the Council needs to consider the right policy 

responses in the new Local Plan to address the observations in this report as well 

as its investment in the public realm in Commercial Road and its role in the 

regeneration of the city.  
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3.6. Health 

Portsmouth Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2018-2021 

 

3.6.1. The Council has undertaken an update of its health and wellbeing strategy which 

was approved on February 21st 2018. The latest Health and Wellbeing Strategy 

seeks to provide an update to the previous 2014-2017 version and identifies 

priorities based on evidence. There is an overriding aim to reduce health 

inequalities, by improving outcomes for those in the worst position fastest. The 

Strategy draws links between health and wellbeing and wider social, cultural, socio-

economic, environmental and lifestyle factors, noting that improving health and 

wellbeing is key to unlocking the potential of the city and securing prosperity.  

 

3.6.2. The overarching vision of the 2018-2021 Strategy - improving healthy life 

expectancy and reducing inequality, is addressed through four themes: 

 Support physical good health 

 Support social, emotional and mental health 

 Make improvements for marginalised groups fastest 

 Improve access to health and social care support in the community 

Local Plan policy PCS14  

3.6.3. Policy PCS14 'a healthy city' sets out how the Council will work to improve the 

wellbeing of Portsmouth residents and generally work to create a healthier city. 

Whilst health of the population is not only an important concern in its own right, it 

also has a significant influence on the area's economic performance. Naturally the 

health of the local population at present gives an important insight into the 

effectiveness of this policy and the Local Plan set out several more specific 

indicators for monitoring in relation to this topic: 

 

 Proportion of households within 10 minutes by walking / public 

transport of health services - According to Public Health England, 80% of 

Portsmouth's population lives within 10 minutes' walk of a GP practice whilst 

96% live within a ten minute journey by public transport. 84% live within a ten 

Key monitoring news in this section 

 The Council has undertaken and approved an update to its Health and Wellbeing 

Strategy for the city. This strategy has the overriding aim to reduce health 

inequalities by improving outcomes for those in the worst position fastest. 

 The majority of the population of the city lives within 10 minutes (either by walking 

or public transport) from a GP practice and a pharmacy. 
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minute walk of a pharmacy and 98% within a ten minute journey by public 

transport.25 

 Gap in life expectancy between worst quintile and rest of PCT, and 

Obesity in reception year children  

The most up-to-date figures for these indicators are recorded in the 2016/17 

AMR, next year's report will seek to provide an update once new information 

is available 

 In relation to the final key indicator for policy PCS14 'Number of new 

healthcare facilities', there are no new facilities to report.  

  

                                                           
25 Source: SHAPE Place, Public Health England 
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3.7. Transport  

 

3.7.1. During the monitoring period of 2017/18 a number of key transport projects have 

been delivered or have progressed which are detailed below: 

The Hard Interchange  

3.7.2. As was highlighted in section 3.1, this multi-modal transport interchange has seen 

over 600 bus and coach departures each day and a footfall of roughly 8 million 

annually since its opening. The building is a part of a broader masterplan focusing 

on the heart of Portsmouth's heritage waterfront and dockyard area. 

Air Quality Strategy  

3.7.3. In July 2017, Portsmouth's ten-year air quality strategy was adopted. This strategy 

sets out Portsmouth City Council’s aspirations for improving and maintaining 

healthy air quality in Portsmouth, promoting joint working amongst departments and 

stakeholders. The strategy outlines the consistent approach that is needed to 

improve air quality across the city. An updated Air Quality Action Plan is currently 

under development and will be reported upon in future AMRs. 

Eastern Corridor Study 

3.7.4. A feasibility study and delivery of improvements to the eastern corridor that were 

supported and evidenced through feasibility studies including traffic congestion and 

vehicle flow studies.  The work included improvements to junctions and signage to 

improve movement for all modes. 

Upgrade of street lighting to LED  

3.7.5. Work was started on the roll out of 14,500 "LED "luminaires" and accompanying 

"nodes" fitted to street lighting columns initially on the Tertiary Road networks. From 

March 2019 they will be fitted on the Primary & Secondary road networks - 

completing all 14,500 by end Sept 2019. Each LED lamp communicates with a 

remote Control Management System or "CMS" allowing the transmission of data 

such as roadside pollution monitoring equipment or road surface temperature 

sensors. 

Key monitoring news in this section 

 A number of transport related projects were delivered or progressed during the 

monitoring period including the adoption of a ten-year air quality strategy; the 

roll-out of new LED street lighting; the launch of an off-street electrical vehicle 

charge point trial; and other small scale infrastructure improvements. 

 A number of road safety initiatives and campaigns have been run in conjunction 

with schools and others such as the Hampshire Constabulary. 

 Portsmouth has also been successful in several funding bids, including securing 

£450,000 from DEFRA to address air quality, as well as funding for addressing 

road safety and the development of a walking and cycling infrastructure plan.  
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CITS (City-wide Intelligence Transport System) 

3.7.6. During the 2017/18 period, a network of 20 blue-tooth journey-time sensors were 

procured and installed, around the Eastern corridor of the city. The data from these 

sensors is collated into a data platform, where route performance can be evaluated 

in real-time against free-flow conditions. During 2018/19 further work will be 

undertaken to trial V2X technologies, to establish data connectivity between 

vehicles and the road infrastructure, to enable the testing of a number of use-cases. 

Off-street electric vehicle charge point project 

3.7.7. Portsmouth launched an off-street electric vehicle charge point trial in March 2018. 

This will see one fast 7kwh charge point installed in each of three PCC owned car 

parks; with Seafront Esplanade, and Isambard Brunel Multi-storey launched in 

March 2018 and Clarence Pier following in summer 2018, the trial will last for two 

years. 

Small scale infrastructure improvements 

3.7.8. Beyond the above projects, a number of small scale infrastructure improvements 

have been delivered in the 2017/18 monitoring year, including pedestrian crossing 

upgrades, traffic calming measures, and improved bus stop infrastructure, including 

real time information, and improved signage and lining. 

Road safety and active travel campaigns 

3.7.9. A number of road safety initiatives and campaigns have been run during 2017/18. 

This has included the launch of a near miss reporting tool for cyclists; as well as be 

bright road safety events; a close pass of cyclists operation in conjunction with 

Hampshire Constabulary; and Exchanging Places events designed to identify blind 

spots to drivers and cyclists. In schools, the delivery of the Pompey Monster Walk 

to School Challenge and Walk to School week, and launch of Modeshift Stars to 

fourteen schools, as well as street skills and transition year road safety education 

delivered to 1,500 children. 

 

 

External Funding Awards 

3.7.10. Portsmouth have been successful in the following funding bids in 2017/18: 

DEFRA Air quality grant  

 

3.7.11. Portsmouth City Council were awarded £450,000 DEFRA for a programme of 

revenue and capital projects to address air quality in the city to be spent in the 

2018/19 financial year. This programme comprises of five key elements: 

communications and marketing, residents, schools, workplaces and infrastructure, 

and will focus on the Air Quality Management Areas, as well as citywide measures. 
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Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) On-street residential charge point scheme (ORCS) 

3.7.12. Portsmouth were awarded £100,000 for 75% of the capital costs for infrastructure 

and installation of electric vehicle charge points in residential areas which do not 

benefit from off-street parking. This will deliver 37 charge points to be installed in 32 

locations of identified demand by end of March 2019. 

DfT Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan 

3.7.13. Portsmouth were awarded Department for Transport technical support to develop a 

Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan which will identify short, medium and 

long term schemes to deliver the emerging walking and cycling strategy. 

DfT Safer Roads Fund - A27 

3.7.14. Portsmouth were awarded £178,000 from the Safer Roads Fund 2017/18 towards a 

project seeking to address Killed and Seriously Injured (KSI) casualties along A27 

Southampton Road. The project will deliver speed reduction measures and cycle 

improvements along the shared and segregated sections of cycle network. 

Currently in design - the scheme will be delivered early 2019. A further £61,000 of 

funding was awarded towards an improved pedestrian crossing facility at Compass 

Road for 2018/19. 
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3.8. Infrastructure & community benefit 

 

Delivery of infrastructure  

3.8.1. Through Policy PCS16 of the Portsmouth Plan, the Council has committed to 

working with its partners to bring forward infrastructure projects that are required as 

a result of its development strategy. The table below is adapted from what is given 

in appendix 2 of the Portsmouth Plan. It sets out the key infrastructure projects that 

are still needed to support development in the city. The final column gives an 

update on the delivery of each project. 

 

Table 3.22: Progress on infrastructure delivery projects set out in the Local Plan 

 

Category Project 
Portsmouth 

Plan policy 
Estimated Timescale 

Progress towards this project made 

during monitoring period 

Education Primary School 

Places 

PCS1 & 9 ongoing - when 

needed for 

development 

The City Council continues to 

carefully monitor the need for 

school places.  Additional places 

will be needed and the Council is 

working up options for delivery 

through the new Local Plan. 

Flood risk 

management 

Link from western to 

eastern interceptor 

sewer 

PCS2, 3 & 

12 

2011 - 2016 Preferred options have been 

investigated, but schemes have not 

been progressed during this 

monitoring period. 

Portsea Island 

Coastal Defence 

Strategy 

PCS12 2011 - 2016  See section 3.4. 

Portchester Castle to 

Emsworth Coastal 

Flood and Erosion 

Risk Management 

Strategy 

PCS12 2016 - 2021 The Environment Agency has 

signed off the Strategy, and work is 

moving on to the project design 

phase.  

Key monitoring news in this section 

 During the monitoring period, £2,040,791 has been collected through developer 

contributions. 

 Infrastructure CIL spend totalled £482,092 and was all spent on the city centre 

road development project.  

 Neighbourhood CIL spend was at its highest amount in 2017/18 with more of the 

city's wards utilising the money for projects in their local areas than has ever 

been recorded previously. 

 The city has received £2,471,883 in New Homes Bonus Grant this monitoring 

period. 
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Category Project 
Portsmouth 

Plan policy 
Estimated Timescale 

Progress towards this project made 

during monitoring period 

Green 

infrastructure 

(GI) 

Southsea Common & 

the Seafront 

PCS9 & 13 Seafront strategy 

action plan splits 

actions into short 

term (1yr), medium 

term (2-5 yrs), long 

term (6-16yrs) 

See section 3.1. for details  

Paulsgrove Country 

Park 

PCS3 & 13 2011 - 2016 See section 3.4. 

Pocket parks for 

Portsmouth 

PCS13 ongoing - when 

needed for 

development 

See section 3.4. 

Open Space 

enhancements at Port 

Solent 

PCS2 & 13 2016 - 2021 Not yet needed 

Health Additional GPs PCS1 & 14 2011 - 2016 Development at Hilsea Bus Depot 

development is complete, with 

permission for a Health Centre at 

the ground floor.  

Transport and 

Access 

Bridge Link Tipner - 

Port Solent 

PCS1, 3 & 

17 

2016 - 2021 See section 3.1. 

City Centre North 

Road Improvements 

PCS4 & 6 2016 - 2021 See section 3.1.  

Highway and access 

improvements to link 

Lakeside to Cosham 

PCS5 2011 - 2016 Development and highway 

improvements are underway 

Station Square 

Interchange 

PCS7 & 17 2016 - 2021 Nothing to report 

Utilities Electricity Sub-station 

for Tipner & Port 

Solent 

PCS1, 2 & 3 2016 - 2021 Not yet needed 

Water Supply Pipeline 

for Tipner West 

PCS1 At same time as 

Tipner junction 

The City Council continues to 

explore funding opportunities for 

development at Tipner West, as 

well as the required infrastructure 

Waste 

Management 

Waste Water at 

Lakeside 

PCS5 2011 - 2016 Development has commenced 
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Developer contributions towards infrastructure 

3.8.2. The Council is clear that new development should only be permitted where 

appropriate and timely provision has been made or can be made for the necessary 

infrastructure to serve the development, and not to put undue pressure on existing 

infrastructure.  

 

3.8.3. Since 1st April 2012, the Council has been collecting developer contributions 

through the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). CIL takes the form of a charge 

per square metre of new development. The City Council uses the monies raised to 

bring forward infrastructure projects to support the development of the area. 

 

3.8.4. CIL is split into two 'pots' of money, Infrastructure CIL and Neighbourhood CIL. 

Infrastructure CIL makes up 80% of the CIL money collected. Since 25th April 2013, 

15% of all CIL collected is retained to be spent on infrastructure projects in the 

neighbourhood in which it was collected, as the 'neighbourhood proportion'.  As 

there are no Parish Councils in the city, this proportion is allocated at the Ward 

level, with Ward Councillors working with their communities to decide on 

neighbourhood infrastructure projects. The remaining 5% of CIL is retained by 

Portsmouth City Council as the administrative charge for management of CIL 

collection and expenditure. 

 

3.8.5. In order to plan the spending of CIL, an estimate of the projected CIL income is 

calculated on a quarterly basis. The estimate is based on the City Council's 

projection of housing completions in future years (the housing trajectory in the 

Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). This income projection is 

used to assist in the preparation of the City Council's capital programme and to 

identify available new resources that can be used to finance new capital 

expenditure. 

 

3.8.6. In 2017 - 2018, the sixth year of operation of the levy, £2,040,791 was collected 

through developer contributions; this is lower than that collected in total the previous 

year (£3,676,793). Infrastructure CIL spend this year totalled £482,092 and this has 

all been spent on the city centre road development project. 

 

3.8.7. The neighbourhood proportion of CIL collected during the monitoring period was 

£306,119 whilst a total of £296,607 was spent. Whilst the amount of neighbourhood 

CIL collected reduced from the £551,520 collected during the last monitoring period; 

the amount spent was the highest since the Council started collecting 

neighbourhood CIL; it was also spent across the most wards in the city.   A 

breakdown of the neighbourhood CIL collected and spent per ward is shown in the 

following two tables. 
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Table 3.23: Neighbourhood CIL collected by year and ward 

Ward 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 

£ £ £ £ £ £ 

City Wide 0 0 87,977 327,713 191,342 0 

Baffins  0 19,563 3,693 1,846 0 56 

Central Southsea  0 1,928 274 822 21,732 0 

Charles Dickens 0 1,409 11,715 30,719 130,519 135,381 

Copnor  0 0 0 1,146 0 1,486 

Drayton & Farlington  0 9,685 157,560 92,488 1,494 0 

Eastney & Craneswater  0 0 827 953 126,109 0 

Fratton  0 659 4,442 1,086 968 2,203 

Hilsea  0 4,443 2,258 0 806 12,972 

Milton  0 0 36,851 110,552 30,266 39,448 

Nelson  0 0 19,675 2,838 2,284 470 

Paulsgrove 0 0 308 456 5,098 59,178 

St Jude 0 0 1,311 3,206 759 7,337 

St Thomas  0 0 0 55,269 24,328 42 

Cosham  0 1,709 1,086 9,609 15,815 47,546 

Total collected 0 39,396 327,975 638,703 551,520 306,119 

 
Table 3.24: Neighbourhood CIL spent by year and ward 

 

Ward 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 

£ £ £ £ £ £ 

City Wide 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Baffins  0 0 0 0 0 15,000 

Central Southsea  0 0 0 900 0 299 

Charles Dickens 0 0 0 0 0 66,894 

Copnor  0 0 0 0 0 0 

Drayton & Farlington  0 0 0 126,000 0 11,592 

Eastney & Craneswater  0 0 0 0 10,000 56,500 

Fratton  0 0 0 0 0 5,000 

Hilsea  0 0 0 0 0 10,000 

Milton  0 0 0 28,000 7,487 78,822 

Nelson  0 0 0 0 2,000 0 

Paulsgrove 0 0 0 0 1,672 0 

St Jude 0 0 0 0 0 5,000 

St Thomas  0 0 0 0 0 30,000 

Cosham  0 0 0 0 0 17,500 

Total spent 0 0 0 154,900 21,159 296,607 
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3.8.8. The spending of the neighbourhood proportion of CIL for 2017-18 can be broken 

down as follows:  

 Baffins - Speedwatch Radar Equipment & Children's play area £9,169; 

Playground Equipment and benches £5,831. 

 Central Southsea - Kitchen Equipment for the Life House Food Kitchen 

£299. 

 Charles Dickens - Portsea Adventure Playground Improvements & New 

Equipment £26,894; Pedestrian Crossing at Lake Rd £20,000; Blackfriars Rd 

Crossing Point £20,000. 

 Drayton and Farlington - Defibrillator £1,568; CCTV & Security doors for 

Drayton Park Football Club £5,024; Two Steel Security Doors and CCTV to 

the Drayton Park Pavilion £5,000. 

 Eastney and Craneswater - Assist in Resurfacing works at South Parade 

Pier £25,000; Signage and Welcome boards around The Canoe Lake 

£21,500; Hayling Ferry Company-Support Marketing and Advertising of the 

ferry £10,000. 

 Fratton - Kingston Park Play Area contribution to Improvements £5,000. 

 Hilsea - Victory Bowls Club contribution to Roofing £6,000; Hilsea Lines BMX 

Pump Track £4,000. 

 Milton - Milton Cycle Racks £5,609; Eastney Community Centre New Kitchen 

Equipment for over 60's lunch club £250; New tarmac path at Bransbury Park 

£17,303; Christmas Lights £32,190; Meon Infants School contribution to 

Provision of Play Area £23,470. 

 St Jude - Rock Gardens Arch £5,000. 

 St Thomas - Playground at Portsmouth Museum £30,000. 

 Cosham - Japanese Cherry Trees in Cosham Park £2,500; Hilsea Lines BMX 

Pump Track £15,000. 

New Homes Bonus (NHB) allocation 

3.8.9. Each year central government allocates funding to local authorities to reflect and 

incentivise housing growth in their areas. The grant is based upon the amount of 

extra council tax revenue raised on newly constructed homes, long term empty 

homes brought back into use, and conversions. This monitoring period, the amount 

of funding received was £2,471,883; for reference the amount available each year 

since 2013 is detailed in the below Table 3.25. 

 
Table 3.25: Total yearly New Homes Bonus funding between 2013 and 2018 

 
2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 

£2,131,394 £2,238,843 £2,770,307 £3,314,661 £2,471,883 

 
3.8.10. The New Homes Bonus was initially calculated on the basis of matching the council 

tax payment for new homes for the first six years following their construction.  

However the Government has since stated that the period for which payments are 

to be made to councils in the future will be reduced down to four years, which will 
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reduce the amount of payments received for each new property.  Ultimately, the 

amount of NHB received in future years will depend upon the amount of new 

housing built, but given the changes in methodology it is likely that overall receipts 

in future years will be lower than that received in 2016/17. 
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4. Conclusions and recommendations 

 

4.1. This is the 14th Authority Monitoring Report charting the city’s progress against its 

planning policy framework and wider regeneration aims. 

 

4.2. Elements of the monitoring framework that are particularly positive include: 

 The Council has completed significant work in gathering its evidence base 

underpinning the new Local Plan and progresses towards the publication of a 

draft approach plan for consultation towards the end of 2018. 

 The City has identified a significant additional housing land supply in order to 

meet its identified need. However the Council does not currently have a five 

year supply of housing land (4.7 years). This is largely down to the 

government's standard methodology position which has significantly increased 

the amount of housing that the city needs to find. Calculated against the 

previous Core Strategy housing figure of 584 dwellings per annum need the city 

would have a 7.3 year housing land supply. 

 A couple of developments in the city have been recognised with awards relating 

to their design. These are South Parade Pier (Pier of the Year) and the Canoe 

Lake Leisure Tennis Pavillion (RIBA South award 2018). 

 The Council's adoption of the Solent Recreation Mitigation Strategy reinforces 

its commitments, alongside neighbouring authorities, towards mitigation of 

recreational pressures from new development upon the surrounding SPAs. 

 In terms of open space provision, the only application that was eligible to 

provide a pocket park under PCS13 agreed to its provision. However there also 

continues to be a number of larger applications that are being permitted but are 

exempt from open space policy requirements such as those under general 

permitted development and student accommodation, and as such are not 

providing appropriate levels of open space provision.  

 Development work continues on the sea defences at Southsea with further 

consultation staking place over the summer of 2018 to finalise a design and in 

preparation for submitting a planning application. These works are vital to 

ensuring the ongoing resilience of the city and the safety of its inhabitants to 

future climate change.  

 Alongside the sea defence development, initial work has commenced on 

considering the implications of the new sea defences on the wider seafront in 

the form of a review of the seafront masterplan which will continue to be 

reported upon in subsequent AMRs. 

 Neighbourhood CIL spend was at its highest amount in 2017/18 with more of 

the city's wards utilising the money for projects in their local areas than has ever 

been recorded previously. 

 

4.3. There are however some areas where policy indicators show a more challenging 

picture: 

 Whilst higher than last year, housing completions for the monitoring period 

continue to remain below the housing targets set by the Local Plan with 404 net 

additional dwellings completed. 
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 Again whilst higher than last year, completions of family size dwellings (three, 

four, and five bedroom) continue to remain below the proportions sought by the 

policy threshold of 40% of new completions, and are also not meeting PUSH 

estimated requirements for the area (59% of completions).   

 There continues to be a net loss of office space across the city. 

 Occupied retail frontage is below targets sought by policy across much of the 

city, though Southsea continues to perform above target at present in terms of 

A1 use. 

 Vacancy rates have improved for all district centres this year other than Fratton 

which has declined to more than one fifth of primary frontage as vacant. 

Vacancy rates of primary frontage have also increased in the city centre and in 

Southsea.  
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Appendix 1 - Monitoring framework 

Heading in AMR Policy Indicators 

Progress on Planning 

Policy 

All  

Regeneration sites & 

areas 

 

PCS1 Tipner 

PCS2 Port Solent & PCS3 Horsea Island 

PCS4 Portsmouth City Centre 

PCS5 Lakeside Business Park 

PCS6 Somerstown & North Southsea 

PCS7 Fratton Park & the South Side of 

Rodney Road 

PCS9 The seafront 

 

 

 

Tipner 

 Progress towards delivery of the site (information on funding for the transport interchange, provision of 

infrastructure and progress of any planning applications) 

 Amount of new housing delivered at Tipner (480 - 1,250 by 2027) 

 Amount of new employment floor space delivered at Tipner (25,000m2 employment) 

Port Solent & Horsea Island 

 Progress towards delivery of the site (information on funding for the bridge, provision of infrastructure, 

transport improvements and progress of any planning applications) 

 Amount of new housing delivered at Port Solent & Horsea Island (500 - 1000 by 2027) 

Lakeside 

 Progress towards development at Lakeside (assess against timescales set out in planning application) 

 Amount of new employment floor space delivered at Lakeside Business Park (69,000m2 by 2027) 

Portsmouth City Centre 

 Visitor footfall to the city centre 

 Amount of hotel (C1) development in the city centre 

 Progress on public realm improvement projects 

 Retail ranking of the city centre 

 Progress towards delivery of key sites identified in SPDs 

 Funding for the road 

Somerstown & North Southsea 

 Adoption of the area action plan 

 Funding sources identified and secured 

 Amount of housing delivered  

Seafront 

 Adoption of the Seafront masterplan 

 Number of new developments coming forward in the seafront area 

 Development at the key opportunity areas - South Parade Pier, Clarence Pier, Canoe Lake and Southsea 
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Castle Area 

 Visitor numbers to the seafront 

Homes for everyone 

 

PCS10 Housing Delivery 

PCS19 Housing mix, size & the provision of 

affordable housing 

PCS20 HMOs – mixed and balanced 

communities 

PCS21 Housing density 

PCS22 Gypsy, traveller & travelling 

showpeople accommodation 

 

 

 

Housing Delivery 

 Net additional dwellings (420 per annum) 

 Progress towards the overall housing requirement 

 Update of housing trajectory 

Housing Mix 

 Gross affordable housing delivered per year  

 Number of new 3 bedroom family homes (on average 40% of total dwellings delivered per year) 

 Average internal size of new dwellings 

 Percentage of qualifying applications providing affordable housing 

HMOs 

 Change in number of homeless (particularly the 25 - 34 year old age group who will be affected by 

changes to the Local Housing Allowance which will mean they can no longer afford to rent whole 

properties and will increasingly turn to HMOs) 

 Changes in the concentration of HMOs across the city 

 Number of planning applications received for HMOs and whether approved or refused 

 Any appeal decision relating to HMOs 

Housing density 

 Average density of housing (at least 40dph) 

 Average density of housing developments in high density areas 

Gypsy, traveller & travelling showpeople accommodation 

 Number of applications for gypsy, traveller and travelling showpeople accommodation 

Design & Heritage PCS23 Design & Conservation 

PCS24 Tall Buildings 

PCS15 Sustainable Design & Construction 

 

Design & Conservation 

 New developments meeting Buildings for Life standards 

 Area of the city designated as conservation areas 

 Percentage of people satisfied with their local area as a place to live 

 Improvements in design quality of new development 

Tall Buildings 

 Number of tall buildings developed in identified areas of opportunity 

 Design awards for tall buildings 
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Sustainable Design & Construction 

 30% reduction in the carbon footprint of the city council from 2010/2011 by 2016/2017 

The Natural 

Environment 

PCS12 Flood Risk 

PCS13 A Greener Portsmouth 

 

 

 

Flood Risk 

 Number of dwellings at risk from flooding 

 Percentage of the city’s coastline protected to a 1 in 200 and 1 in 1000 flood year event standard 

 New flood risk management measures installed 

 Number of sustainable urban drainage schemes 

Greener Portsmouth 

 Amount of open space in the city 

 Condition of SSSIs 

 Access to open space 

 Area of the city covered by local nature conservation designations 

 Progress towards delivery of the country park 

 Open space provision complied with on sites of more than 50 dwellings 

The Economy & 

Access to shops, 

jobs and services 

 

PCS4 Portsmouth City Centre 

Southsea Town Centre AAP 

PCS8 District Centres 

PCS18 Local Shops & Services 

PCS11 Employment Land 

PCS14 A Healthy City 

PCS17 Transport 

 

 

 

Portsmouth City Centre 

 Amount of new shopping (A1) floor space provided in the Commercial Road shopping area 

 Amount of new employment floor space provided in the city centre 

 Percentage of A1, A3-A5 and vacant frontage in the Commercial Road shopping area 

 Amount of food and drink (A3, A4 and A5) development in the city centre 

 Quantitative and qualitative assessment of development in each locality 

Southsea Town Centre 

 Percentage of A1 frontage in the centre 

 Percentage A4/A5 frontage in the centre (more specifically in the secondary frontage as per STC5) 

 Percentage of vacant units in the centre (detail as percentage of primary and secondary frontages) 

 Number of A3 units in the secondary frontage (Osborne Road and Palmerston Road South as per STC4) 

 Number of markets, festivals  and similar events held in the  

 the Palmerston Road precinct 

 Implementation of improvements to the precinct in accordance with the adopted programme 

 Progress towards the development of opportunity sites (Knight and Lee, Grosvenor Casino, 14-18 

Osborne Road) 

District Centres 

 Total amount of A1 frontage in each town centre 

 Retail ranking of each centre 
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 Total amount of A3, A4 and A5 frontage within each centre 

 Total number of vacant frontage in each centre 

 Total floor space for town centre uses (A1, A2, B1a and D2) across town centres 

 Number of complaints received regarding antisocial behaviour 

Local Centres 

 Total amount of A1 frontage in each local centre 

 Total amount of A3, A4 and A5 frontage in each local centre 

 Total amount of vacant shop frontage in each local centre 

 Mix of uses within each local centre 

Employment Land 

 Total amount of additional employment floor space by type 

 Employment land available by type 

 Development of the key sites 

 Number of existing employment sites lost 

A Healthy city 

 Gap in life expectancy between worst quintile and rest of PCT 

 Obesity in reception year children 

 Proportion of households within 10 minutes by walking / public transport of health services 

 Number of new healthcare facilities provided 

Transport 

 Peak Period Traffic Flow 

 Proportion of trips made by non-car modes 

 Non-residential development in high accessibility zones 

 Percentage of new residential development within 10 minutes' walk  / public transport of a school and 

major retail centre 

 Progress towards transport proposals 

Infrastructure & 

Community Benefit 

PCS16 Infrastructure & Community Benefit 

PCS17 Transport 

 

Transport 

 Short term (within 5 years) - junction improvements at Tipner and Port Solent, all elements of the Tipner 

major scheme bid, pedestrian and cycle schemes between QA Hospital and the City Centre. 

 Medium - long term (5 years and beyond) - provision of the Tipner - Horsea bridge, provision of 2 new ‘Zip’ 

bus routes, local bus service improvement, new bus only link road between Port Solent and Horsea Island, 

improvements specifically for Lakeside, improvements for the wider Western Corridor, smarter choices to 

support the preferred strategy 

Infrastructure & Community Benefit 
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 Provision of critical infrastructure as set out in Appendix 2 of the Portsmouth Plan 

 Level of CIL collected towards critical infrastructure projects 

 Funding identified and secured for infrastructure projects 
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Appendix 2 - Sites with planning permission which contribute 

towards 5 year housing land supply 

 

Application 
reference 

Address 
2018-
23 

15/01011/CS3 
Arthur Pope House, Former Somerstown Health Centre Blackfriars 
Road 

60 

18/00144/FUL 2  Tarleton Road 1 

18/00131/FUL 266  Chichester Road 1 

17/00224/OUT Former Dairy Site  Station Road 108 

16/02107/OUT Rear of former Odeon Cinema 92/96  London Road 15 

18/00011/FUL 45A  Osbourne Road 1 

17/00010/PACOU 15 Store rear of Green Road 1 

18/00052/FUL 12  Binness Way 1 

17/01219/FUL Units 8-10 10 Portsmouth Road 6 

17/02076/FUL School Lodge  St Simons Road -1 

17/02129/FUL 83  Knox Road -1 

16/01984/FUL 40 Rear of High Street 5 

17/02025/FUL 15  Pendennis Road 1 

17/01990/FUL 1A Garages Adjacent to St Chads Avenue 7 

17/02078/FUL 113  Highland Road 1 

17/01104/FUL The Shrubbery & Bay Tree Lodge 37 Grove Road South -1 

17/01194/FUL 32-40 Land Fronting Malvern Road 1 

17/00877/FUL 29-31  Hampshire Terrace 1 

17/01987/FUL 138-140  Eastney Road 3 

17/01594/FUL 3-5  Highland Road 1 

17/01506/FUL 60  Montague Road 2 

17/01768/FUL 50 Land Rear of Magdalen Road 1 

17/01462/FUL 8  Queens Road 8 

17/01742/HOU 168  Havant Road 1 

17/01306/FUL Site of lock up garages  Serpentine Road 4 

17/01511/FUL 158-160  London Road 6 

17/00492/FUL 42  Queens Road 4 

17/00865/FUL Public House 127 St Marys Road 5 

17/00955/FUL 149  Winter Road 1 

17/00006/PACOU Brunel House 42 The Hard 153 

17/01130/FUL 17  Old Farm Way 1 

17/01139/FUL 11A  Portsmouth Road 1 

17/00827/FUL 236-244  Fratton Road 6 

17/00910/FUL Dunbar Place  Dunbar Road 1 

17/00730/FUL Windruff House 13 Clarence Parade 1 

17/00871/FUL 81  Waverley Road 4 

17/00322/FUL 99 First & Second Floor Albert Road 2 
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Application 
reference 

Address 
2018-
23 

17/00284/FUL 42  Granada Road 3 

17/00340/FUL 240 Rear of Havant Road 1 

17/00320/FUL 87  St Andrews Road 1 

17/00736/FUL 9  Rothwell Close 1 

17/00063/FUL 37  Eldon Street 6 

17/00185/FUL Flats 1 &2 Montrose Court 210-212 London Road 2 

17/00566/FUL Fontenoy House  Grand Parade 7 

17/00482/FUL 32  Western Parade 2 

16/01584/FUL Portland Hotel, 38  Kent Road 12 

16/02036/FUL 42-44  Vincent Road 2 

17/00002/PACOU Floor 7 Enterprise House Isambard Brunel Road 6 

17/00162/FUL 173  Albert Road 1 

17/00001/PACOU Floors 1, 2 & 3 101 Commercial Road 4 

16/01950/FUL Land adjacent to electricity substation Clive Road 1 

17/00066/FUL 99  London Road 4 

16/02106/FUL 75  Waverley Road 4 

16/01840/FUL 22  St Helens Parade -1 

16/00085/FUL Former Kingston Prison  Milton Road 230 

16/00019/PACOU Enterprise House floors 5, 6, 8 & 9 Isambard Brunel Road 15 

16/01911/REM 251-253  New Road 7 

16/01220/FUL 158 and land at rear of 154 - 172  Southampton Road 29 

16/01799/FUL 29  Wimbledon Park Road 1 

16/01583/FUL 10  Binness Way 1 

16/01588/FUL Land ADJ. 1A  Eveleigh Road 1 

16/01474/FUL 13  Farlington Road 1 

16/01317/FUL Land adjacent to 263  Tangier Road 1 

16/00737/FUL Garage and workshops  Trafalgar Place 7 

16/01459/FUL 11  Malvern Road 3 

16/00012/PACOU 125A  London Road 4 

16/00611/FUL Rear of 70/70A  Albert Road 1 

16/00002/PASBD 102 - 104  Fawcett Road 1 

16/00009/PACOU 44  London Road 1 

16/00659/FUL 25, Land to the rear Hatherley Road 1 

16/00926/FUL 10  Victoria Road North -1 

16/00606/FUL Land between 125 and 131  Emsworth Road 3 

16/00389/FUL 1 Land adjacent Bodmin Road 2 

16/00618/FUL 66  St Chads Avenue 1 

16/00579/FUL 229 - 231 First and Second Floors Commercial Road 6 

16/00621/FUL Land to Rear of 111 Talbot Road 1 

16/00341/FUL 155  London Road 3 

16/00158/FUL 85  Fawcett Road 3 

16/00421/FUL 17  Fratton Road 1 

15/02037/FUL First floor  119 Guildford Road 2 
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Application 
reference 

Address 
2018-
23 

16/00116/FUL Marine Lodge  Clarence Road 1 

16/00165/FUL 7  Stafford Road -1 

15/01574/FUL Rear of 151  London Road 1 

15/02035/FUL 48  Station Road 1 

15/01870/FUL 255  Albert Road -1 

15/01854/REM Tipner East - Phase 4  Twyford Avenue 56 

15/01988/FUL 117  High Street 3 

15/01646/FUL Diane Russel Court 81  Kingston Road 3 

15/01687/FUL Adjacent to 81  Leominster Road 1 

15/00996/FUL Rear of  5 & 6  Clarence Parade 1 

15/01330/FUL Vacant land adjacent 291  Locksway Road 3 

15/01105/FUL 197 - 201  Highland Road 7 

15/00686/FUL 106 & 108  Queens Road 7 

15/00904/FUL 36  London Road 2 

14/01487/FUL 1 - 14 The Horseshoe Apartments, 1-3  Kings Road 2 

15/00676/FUL 222  Kingston Road 1 

15/00476/PACOU Unit 1 Cumberland Gate  Cumberland Road 3 

15/00587/FUL 48 A - E  High Street 4 

15/00241/FUL Diane Russel Court, 81  Kingston Road 6 

14/01265/FUL 17  Clive Road 1 

15/00113/FUL Branksmere House  Queens Crescent 1 

14/00848/FUL 13-15  Fratton Road 1 

13/01378/FUL Land between 9 - 11  Manor Road 1 

12/00204/FUL 44B  High Street 2 

11/01040/FUL 138  Clarendon Road 1 

11/00832/REM 191  Eastney Road 9 

08/00344/FUL 8-10 The Ocean Hotel and apartments St Helens Parade 6 

24209/AC*A 
Land R/O the Landyard PH (FMR Baptist church) London 
Road/Heathfield Road 

10 

16/01911/REM 251-253  New Road 2 

15/02081/FUL 235 - 249  Goldsmith Avenue 70 

15/01854/REM Tipner East - Phase 4  Twyford Avenue 24 

10/00849/OUT Land off and between M275 south of Tipner lake Twyford Avenue 70 

 Total    1091 
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Appendix 3 - Other identified sites which contribute towards 5 

year housing supply 

Site address 2018-23 

City Records Office, 91 

Fraser Range 130 

Middle Street 120 

Southsea Debenhams 60 

Land at Haliday Crescent 48 

Edinbourgh House 46 

North of Goldsmith Avenue 53 

St Georges Building 30 

140 -142 Kingston Road 23 

Southsea Police station 18 

Exmouth Road 8 

North End Kwiksave 31 

1-11 Portsmouth Road 2 

Karen Avenue 25 

Wightlink Car Park 60 

East Lodge 47 

Royal Marine Museum 20 

Land South and East of East Lodge Farm 160 

Brewery House, Hambrook Street 15 

Wingfield House 212 

289 London Road 5 

The Invincible, Wickham Street 40 

Police Station, Kingston Crescent 40 

King Richard School 100 

75 London Road 6 

Cosham Delivery Office 6 

Cosham Police Station 50 

PCMI Signs 50 

  1,495 
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Appendix 4 - Student Accommodation with permission as at 31 

March 2018 

ADDRESS 
NO BEDS 
PERMITTED 

29-31  HAMPSHIRE TERRACE 38 

VENTURE TOWER 57-67 FRATTON ROAD 97 

WINGFIELD HOUSE 316  COMMERCIAL ROAD 295 

10  GUILDHALL WALK 65 

91  - 95  COMMERCIAL ROAD 256 

NUMBER ONE 8 SURREY STREET 576 

12 - 40   ISAMBARD BRUNEL ROAD 484 

CATHERINE BOOTH HOUSE LAND TO REAR 1 AYLWARD 
STREET 20 

16  EDINBURGH ROAD 47 

12  VICTORIA ROAD SOUTH 10 

32  WESTERN PARADE -42 

TOTAL  1,846 
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